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- lntroduction

Most descriptions of molecular vibration start by singling out

a particular molecular geometry and assuming that the relative

displacements of the nuclei from this reference geometry are

infinitesimal. ln fact this rigid picture of the molecule is virtually

ubiquitous throughout chemistry. However, there are many

situtations where models based on rigid molecular systems fail.

This section is concerned with a particular situation in which

infinitesimal amplitude descriptions of molecular vibration might be

expected to fail.

As discussed in the introductory paragraphs of this

manuscript, descriptions of the internal motion of nuclei are usually

formulated within the framework of the Born-Oppenheimer (BO)

approximation. The electronic and nuclear motions are considered as

being separable in the BO approximation. The fast electronic motion

contributes an effective internuclear potential field. A rigid

molecule is a consequence of a localization of the system

wavefunction at the bottom of a deep well in the potential energy

field or hypersurface. The localization leads to the definition of an
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equilibrium structure. The potential energy surface of a completely

nonrigid system is flat and admits no bound-states. Since a

collection of isolated nuclei is typically less stable than bound

systems, a totally nonrigid description of assemblies of nuclei is not

realistic. ln the same vein, a completely rigid picture of the

molecule is not completely realistic. The potential well which

describes the equilibrium configuration of the molecule is neither

infinitely sharp nor infinitely deep. The quality of a rigid or nonrigid

description of a molecular system depends on the degree of

localization of the wavefunction in a particular well in the potential

energy surface. Each description represents a limiting picture of

assemblies of nuclei. Since the bound states of molecular systems

are usually probed well below the dissociation energy, it's not

surprising that rigid descriptions represent a better zero order

description of the internal motion of molecules. However,

breakdowns of the rigid molecule description must be acknowledged

to understand some of the most central chemical concepts. A

chemical reaction, the breaking and subsequent formation of bonds,

is by its very nature a highly nonrigid process. A more restrictive

breakdown of the rigid molecule concept is the class of phenomena
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which can be catagorized as the interconversion between molecular

conformations. A classic example of such a process is the chair-

boat interconversion in cyclohexane molecules.

The quality of a rigid or non-rigid description of a collection

of nuclei depends both on the potential energy surface which is

related to the electronic structure of the system and the internal

energy of the system. The rigid limit begins breaking down once the

internal energy of the system is sufficient to permit the nuclei to

have wide access to the potential well describing the minimum

energy conformation. The term, conformational interconversion,

applies to systems which have access to a number of wells in the

potential energy surface. Even with modest amounts of internal

energy, the properties of many molecules can only be understood if

conformational interconversion is considered. One specific class of

conformational interconversion, methyl top internal rotation, is

studied in this section.

The rotation of sections of the molecule relative to each other,

internal rotation, is an important and widely studied phenomenon.

Due to the simplicity of the motion, its common occurrence and its

varying degree of nonrigidity, the internal rotation of methyl groups
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has been the subject of intense studies over a number of years which

have used a number of experimental and theoretical methods. The

fundamental and overtone vibrational spectra of methyl containing

molecules have been exhaustively studied. ln most cases and as will

be done in Chapter 11, the spectra are analysed assuming that the

torsional angle of the methyl group is fixed and the vibrations of the

atoms that make up the methyl group are of infinitesimal

displacements. Since most of the methyl vibrational spectral

features can be understood by representing it as a rigid group, it may

be argued that the infinitesimal vibrational amplitude approximation

is valid. However, nonrigid effects, in particular the torsional

motion of the group clearly manifest themselves in other

spectroscopic regions. On the NMR timescale, methyl torsional

motions are rarely frozen-out and the group is most often treated as

freely rotating. The torsional motion of the group must be taken into

account in the analysis of the rotational spectral features in the

microwave and far infrared regions. From these spectroscopic data,

the barrier to internal rotation can often be inferred. Methyl group

torsions as compared to the torsions of other bound groups typically

have low barriers. Many methyl rotor systems have zero or very
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close to zero torsional barriers. Much of the vibrational spectrum

and in particular the methyl CH stretching features of these "low-

barrier" systems are not readily assignable based on a rigid methyl

group treatment. Chapter 12 attempts to provide a systematic study

of the highly vibrationally excited methyl CH stretching states of

low-barrier methyl rotor systems.
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CHAPTER 1 1

THE RIGID METHYL ROTOR LOCAL MODE INTERPRETATION

i.) LM Analysis of Some Methyl Substituted Aromatic Heterocycles.

The CH stretching overtone spectra of a number of methyl

containing molecules have been reported3s-3s,124,134,178-182. At

higher overtones, two peaks generally dominate the methyl region.

Analogous to the situation with the aryl CH stretching overtones,

these peaks have been assigned as the overtone transitions

associated with the chemically nonequivalent oscillators of the

methyl group. This description essentially relies on the vastly

differing timescales between internal rotation and methyl CH

stretching. The description also assumes the presence of a

significant barrier to internal rotation for the methyl group. Under

these conditions, the methyl rotor is predominantly localized at the

bottom of the well in the torsional potential. The stretching

transitions essentially arise from oscillators at their equilibrium

torsional conformation.

The liquid phase high overtone regions of methyl substituted

furans and thiophenes are consistent with other methyl containing
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molecules. Figures 9.15, 10.7 and 10.8 show the two peak structure

in the higher methyl overtone regions of both methyl substituted

furans and thiophenes. Aþ initio calculations predict a substantial

barrier to methyl group internal rotation in the aromatic

heterocycles. Table 11.1 reports the theoretical and experime¡f¿1183-

185 torsional barrier heights for some of the methyl substituted

aromatic heterocycles. Figure 11.1 plots the torsional potential

methylfuran. On the basis of the high methyl overtone features

the predicted torsional barrier heights, the methyl regions will

analysed assuming that the rotor is fixed at its equilibrium

of2

and

be

conformation. Optimized ab ínitio geometries and microwavsls3-185

studies predict a "planar" equilibrium conformation for the methyl

group in the furan and thiophene systems. This conformation has one

methyl CH oscillator in the plane of the heterocyclic ring with the

remaining oscillators staggering the ring. Figure 1 1.2 depicts the

predicted minimum energy conformations for the various methyl

substituted thiophenes and furans. The aþ inítio calculations also

predict a structural asymmetry between the in-plane (ip) and out-of-

plane (op) oscillators. The predicted methyl CH bondlengths are

presented in table 11.2.
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TABLE 1 1.1

The Experimentali and Aþínitio STO-3G and 3-21G

Predicted Methyl Torsional Barrier Heights

V(3)sro-3c V(3)3-21c V(3).*p

(kJ mol-t )

2 methylthiophene 3.52 4.07 2.32

3 methylthiophene 3.41 4.75 3.10

2 methylfuran 2.40 4.46 4.98

T see references 183-185.
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FIGURE .I1.1

Predicted 3-21G Ab inítio methyl torsional potential of

2 methylfuran.
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F¡GURE 11"2

Schematic representation of the minimum energy, planar

conformations of 2 and 3 methyl substituted furans and thiophenes.
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ïhe Aþ initio

Bondlengths

TABLE 1 1.2

Methyl CH ln-Plane and Out-of-Plane

of Methyl Thiophenes and Furans.

(.{)

ST'O.3 G

f ip l'oÞ

3-2X G

rip fo p

6-31G

rip ÍoÞ

THIOPHENES

2 methyl 1.086

3 methyl 1.086

2,5 dimethyl 1.086

1.088 1.083

1.088 1.082

1 .088 1.083

1.083 1 .084

1.082 1.085

1.083 1.084

1.085

1.085

1.085

FURANS

2 methyl

2,5 dimethyl

1.085 1.088

1.085 1.088

1 .082 1.084

1.082 1 .084

1.082 1 .084

1.082 1 .084
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Distinguishing between the ip and op oscillators reduces the

local symmetry of the methyl group from C3y to Cs. The zero order

LM model predicts two unique methyl CH stretching fundamental

overtone progressions. At this order the symmetric and

antisymmetric out-of-plane CH stretching fundamental-overtone

states are degenerate. lsolated oscillator harmonic frequencies

derived from gþ ínitio force field calculations are higher for the ip

oscillator than the op oscillators (see Table 11.3). At a given level

of methyl CH stretch excitation, the lower frequency, higher

intensity transition is associated with the op oscillators, the higher

frequency transition with the ip oscillator. This is consistent with

the LM assignments of methyl benzenes134. The assignment of the

stretching features of the fundamental-overtone progressions

affords a zero order parameterization of the LM Hamiltonian. The

high quality of the f¡t of the fundamental-overtone progressions to

the anharmonic oscillator equation corroborates the assignment. The

zero order LM methyl CH stretching parameters are given in table

11.4.

Although the higher methyl overtone regions can be understood

in terms of the zero order local mode model, the fundamental and
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T'AB!.8 11.3

The aþ initio g-21G tsorated osciilator rn-prane and out-of-prane

Methyl cH stretching Frequencies of Methyr rhiophenes and Furans.

(cm-t ¡ oip (l)op

2 methytthiophene g26g

3 methylthiophene SZ7 g

2,5 dimethylthiophene g 265

3247

3241

3245

2 methylfuran 3ZgT gZS2

2,5 dimethylfuran g2g5 32SO
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T'AB[-E 11.4

The Liquid Phase zero order Locar Mode rn-prane and out-of-prane

Methyl cH stretching parameters of Methyr rhiophenes and Furans.

(cm-r, o ip Xip coop Xop

THIOPHENES

2 methyr 3087 t 1 64.0 r 0.6 3065 r B 64.7 + 2.2

3 methyl 3069 r S 60.6 + 0.7 3050 + 1 63.9 + 0.2

FURANS

2 methyl 9091 t 10 61.0 t 2.8 g0s8 t 1 69.1 t 0.g

2,5 dimethyl g07s t 1 sB.7 t 0.g g0s1 I 2 62.9 t 0.6
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Avçs=l regions deviate considerably from the predicted pattern. The

Ávç¡1=l regions of the 2,5 dimethyl substituted thiophene and furan

are presented in Figures 1 1 .3 and 11.4. Similar deviations are

present in the lower energy regions of other methyl containing

molecules. The one-bond harmonic coupling extension and similar

coupling models were introduced to explain such deviations. Unlike

aryl oscillators, the methyl hydrogens share a common central

carbon atom. ln local coordinates the CH stretching modes are

kinetically coupled and coupled through quadratic and higher order

terms in the potential. The deviations in the spectroscopic features

at the lower vibrational manifolds have largely been attributed to

the harmonic CH stretch-stretch couplings. Many of the coupled

oscillator treatments have involved equivalent oscillators2e-33,36-38.

ln this case, the conformational nonequivalence of the ip and op CH

oscillators is considered from the outset of the analysis.

The methyl stretching Hamiltonian has four diagonal oscillator

parameters; cùi, Xi, coo and Xo. The one-bond coupling operator also

has four unique interaction parameters: two kinetic energy terms; yoo

Tio and two potential terms 0oo 0¡o. The kinetic and potential
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F'IGURE 11.3

Gas phase overtone spectrum of 2,5 dimethylthiophene in the

ÂvcH = 2 region. The 2,5 dimethylthiophene spectrum was measured

with a 3.25 m pathlength cell and at 800C.
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FIGURE 11"4

Gas phase overtone spectrum of 2,5 dimethylfuran in the Lvçs = I

region. The 2,5 dimethylfuran spectrum was measured at a pressure

of 44 Torr with a 0.75 m pathlength cell.
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coupling terms are defined in equation (1.19). By ignoring the long

range CH stretch-stretch couplings, methyl CH stretching is

considered to be isolated from the other vibrational degrees of

freedom. ln dimethyl species, each methyl group is treated

independently. The analysis thus predicts the methyl CH stretching

states of symmetrical dimethyl systems to simply have twice the

degeneracy of those of an equivalent single methyl system. The

stretch-stretch combination states ignored by this analysis are

expected to be of little importance in the overtone spectra of these

molecules. The strength of the one-bond coupling approximation is

discussed in the next paragraph. Zero order eigenstates are labelled

as being either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the

interchange of equivalent op oscillators. We write these

symmetrized states I li(1)j(2)> lk(3)' t |j(1)i(2)' lk(3)' ] in a

shortened form lijtr lk> where the equivalent out-of-plane methyl

oscillators are numbered as rr1il and "2". lntroducing effective out-of-

plane and in-plane - out-of-plane coupling parameters,

coo = Too*Qoo , cio = To+Qio (11.1)
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the one-bond intramanifold methyl CH stretching coupling operator

can be written as

Equation (1 1.2) is used to investigate the effects of interoscillator

co upling.

A glance at the methyl CH stretching regions of the various

methyl substituted furans and thiophenes confirms many of the

aspects predicted by the one-bond, intramanifold coupling model. At

given levels of methyl cH stretching excitation, the spectra of the

mono and symmetrically disubstituted molecules are virtually

identical with the exception of the expected differences in

transition intensities (see Figures 11.7,1 1.8,11.9). The identical

appearance of the spectra supports the one-bond coupling

approximation. Spectroscopically, interactions between methyl

groups or between the methyl and aryl CH stretching states are not

resolved. ln addition, combinations with vibrational excitation

= "." [uî az+ at"å ) * ,," [uî a3 + al ú * úu, * urü) (11.2)
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distributed between methyl groups or between methyl and aryl CH

oscillators are not observed. The absence of such combinations

suggests that these type of methyl CH stretching states do not

effectively interact with the LM and combination methyl CH

stretching states where the excitation is localized in a particular

methyl group. Therefore combination states which have vibrational

energy distributed between methyl groups or between methyl and

aryl oscillators can be considered separately in the analysis. The

absence of these additional combination transitions and the

unresolved long-range coupling splittings supports the one-bond

coupling analysis.

The similarity between the spectral features of the furans and

thiophenes (see Figure 11.8) supports the model in a different way.

Differences in the CH and CC stretching as well as CH bending

frequencies between furans and thiophenes would seem to make it

unlikely for the methyl CH stretching regions of the molecules to

have the identical Fermi resonance structure at each overtone. The

difference in the Fermi resonance structure of the aryl overtone

regions of the furans and thiophenes was pointed out in Chapter 10.

The similarity between the features in the methyl regions of furan
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and thiophene suggests that they are predominantly CH stretching

features as opposed to combinations involving other vibrational

modes. Again this is in accord with the model.

The general pattern along the fundamental-overtone

progression is predicted by the one-bond, intramanifold, harmonic

coupling extension of the LM model. The single most striking feature

of the interoscillator coupling in the fundamental stretching region

is the lifting of the degeneracies of the out-of-plane methyl CH

stretching fundamentals. The effects of interoscillator coupling on

the overtone states is less dramatic. ln the harmonic coupling

model, the overtone CH stretching states are not directly coupled.

The degeneracy of the symmetric-antisymmetric out-of-plane

overtone states is broken through the coupling with the stretch-

stretch combination states. Due to the anharmonicity defect, the

energy mismatch between the overtone and combination states

increases with increasing CH stretch excitation. The degeneracy

splitting between the out-of-plane states ís therefore expected to

decrease for the higher overtone levels. Perturbations in the in-

plane overtone state from its zero order position should be less

marked at the higher overtone regions for the same reason. These
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predictions of the coupling model are in general accord with the

observations. As one proceeds to the higher overtone regions, the

spectra take on an increasingly zero order LM appearance.

Applying the intramanifold one-bond quadratic coupling model,

it is hoped that the detailed features of the methyl stretching

manifolds can be understood. The symmetric fundamental states are

directly coupled by the intramanifold component of the quadratic

coupling. This coupling breaks the zero order degeneracy of the

symmetric and antisymmetric out-of-plane methyl CH stretch. ln

some studies3s,186 lþs degeneracy splitting was assumed to arise

solely from the coupling between the two equivalent oscillators of

the methyl group. Assuming weak interoscillator coupling, the

observed spectral splitting in the fundamental region was used in

the parameterization of this coupling. Phenomenologically the

equivalent oscillator coupling assumption seemed successful.

Physically however, the basis for the assumption is not at all

obvious. For typical methyl geometries, the kinetic energy coupling

constants, G¡¡, âre nearly of equal value for both types of

interactions. The potential energy interactions are also predicted to

be of the same order of magnitude for both interactions. These
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assumpt¡ons are tested in the course of this analysis.

lnteroscillator couplings obtained from ab initio optimized

geometries and harmonic force fields suggest that the ip _ op

coupling (coupling between nonequivalent oscillators) is significant

and should not be overlooked. ln fact, for methyl substituted furans

and thiophenes, the absolute varue of the effective cH¡p - çHop

intramanifold coupling is predicted to be greater than intramanifold

çHop - çHop coupling. The kinetic and potential energy coupling

parameters obtain at the 3-21G basis set level for selected methyl

substituted furans and thiophenes are listed in table 11.s. To

examine the effects of the interoscillator couplings in more detail,

the coupling operator (Equation 11.2) is diagonalized within the

symmetrized basis at various coupling limits. Figure 1 1.5

illustrates the effects of the interoscillator coupling on the

fundamental states. The point to note from Figure 1 1.s is that the

l10tt l0> degeneracy is broken by any of the coupling schemes. The

fundamental splitting is not solely indicative of the coupling

between the equivalent op oscillators. The practise of using the

fundamental splitting of the l10tt l0t states to parameterize the

equivalent oscillator coupling, is valid only if the coupling between
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TAE¡.8 1.I.5

The lnternal coordinate Quadratic Kinetic and potentiar

Energy Methyl lnter-Oscillator Coupling Constants

Obtained From Analytical M initio 3-21G Force Field Calculations.

Yi o 9¡o

(cm-t ¡

Yoo 9oo

2 methylthiophene

3 methylthiophene

2,5 dimethylthiophene

-39.71

-39.65

- 39.65

16.06

16.49

16.15

-39.05

-38.93

-38.96

20.49

20.11

20.79

2 methylfuran

2,5 dimethylfuran

-41 .05

-40.94

15.37

15.50

-38.75

-3 8.68

19.99

20.36
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FIGURE 11.5

Energy lever diagram of the effects of various intramaniford

interoscillator coupling límits. The extreme left and right columns
of the diagram show the uncoupred energy rever spacings using the

zero order in-plane methyl parameters cÐ¡ = S00g cm-1

xi = 60'6 cm-1 and the out-of-prane methyr parameters

(ùo = 2988 cm-'r xo = 63.3 cm-1. The centrar corumn considers the

coupling between all the methyl oscillators (c¡o = 20 cm_j and coo =
20 cm-1 ) while only the coupling between out-of-plane oscillators
is depicted to the reft of the centrar corumn and onry the in-prane to
out-of-plane coupring is treated to the right of the centrar corumn.
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the ip and op oscillators is identically zero. The theoretical

calculations however do not support this coupling assumption.

lf the interoscillator coupling is weak, then in principre, the

three fundamental transitions are sufficient to parameterize the

complete coupling operator. The weak coupling condition is

necessary in order that the zero order oscillator parameters can be

retained in the coupled oscillator extension of the model without a

reparameterization. The three fundamental methyl transition

frequencies cannot be fit to provide a consistent set of effective op-

op and ip-op coupling parameters in either the methylfuran or the

methylthiophene molecules. This inability to consistently fit the

methyl fundamentals can be rationalized within the model as arising

from the breakdown of the weak coupling assumption. This

breakdown is supported by the aþ initio calculations. The

interoscillator couplings obtained from gþ ínitio calculations are not

much smaller than the zero order oscillator anharmonicities. An

additional complication plaguing the fundamental states is the Fermi

resonances between the symmetric out-of-plane methyl stretch and

a nearby combination117,118. This interaction may shift the level and

alter intensities sufficiently to make the set of fundamental
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transitions of relatively little use in the parameterization of the

Hamiltonian. Alone, the fundamental transitions offer little help in

understanding the interoscillator couplings in these systems.

lnvestigation of the methyl cH stretching overtone regions can

supply additional information on the coupling pathways and further

test the coupling model.

ln the lower overtone regions of the methyl furans and

thiophenes, the most noticeable feature which can be attributed to

interoscillator coupling is the presence of methyl CH stretch

stretch combinations. At zero order these combinations are

forbidden within the linear dipole approximation. Only the local mode

overtone states carry any oscillator strength. lnteroscillator

coupling however mixes the zero order states. The effect of zero

order state mixing on the linear dipole transition intensity

originating from the ground state to a final XH stretching state

within the intramanifold coupling approximation can be expressed

âS'

rro æ 
lX l,+l 4, {({lq'lvo) I'

344
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where cti ate the coefficients of the final wavefunction in the zerc

order intramanifold LM basis. The summation i runs over the set of

XH oscillators and j over the intramanifold basis. The only

nonvanishing integrals involving the LM ground state are with the LM

fundamental-overtone states. Through the intramanifold

interoscillator coupling terms, combination states which mix with

local mode states can acquire intensity even within the linear dipole

approximatio n.

Using the zero order LM oscillator parameters, the

interoscillator methyl couplings obtained from aþ initio optimized

geometries and harmonic force fields and CH stretching dipole

moment derivatives, a preliminary estimate of the transition

frequencies and intensities of the methyl stretching features can be

calculated. The observed and predicted methyl CH stretching

features of 2,5 dimethylfuran and 2,5 dimethylthiophene are

reported in tables 11.6 - 11.13. Linear dipole transition intensities

were calculated using the 3-21G numerical CH stretching dipole

moment derivatives. lnteroscillator coupling parameters were

obtained from lhe aþ inítio analytical harmonic force field again

using the 3-21G basis set. The intramanifold Hamiltonians were
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diagonalized using the harmonic coupling as well as the exact Morse

quadratic coupling matrix elements. The required harmonic matrix

elements are easily obtained if the, position and momentum operators

are expressed in terms of raising and lowering operators. The

analytical Morse oscillator matrix elements required for the

evaluation of the Morse quadratic couplings and the linear dipole

transition intensities have been reported26,27.

Before explicitly considering the individual vibrational

manifolds, some of the general aspects of the model deserve

comment. Overall, the predicted transition intensities are grossly

unaffected by the choice of harmonic or Morse oscillator coupling

matrix elements. The rule of thumb in measuring a CH stretching

fundamental-overtone progression is to expect a large decrease in

the transition intensity between the fundamental and first overtone

region. The intensity of each succeeding overtone region drops an

order of magnitude in intensity. The model predicts such a general

fall-off in overtone intensities. ln addition, the intensities of the

combinations decrease relative to the overtone transitions as one

proceeds to higher levels of excitation. Again this is consistent

with experiment. The model calculations also consistently predict
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the antisymmetric methyl transitions to be less intense than a

corresponding symmetric methyl transition. ln 2,S dimethylfuran

the symmetric out-of-plane methyl cH stretching overtone is

predicted to be about a factor of seven more intense than the

antisymmetric out-of-plane methyl CH stretching overtone of the

corresponding vibrational manifold. For 2,5 dimethylthiophene the

difference in overtone intensities is predicted to be about a factor

of three. The difference between symmetric and antisymmetric

combination intensities is predicted to be even greater by the model.

The predicted transition energies are affected by the choice of

harmonic or Morse oscillator matrix elements. At the rower

manifolds, the transition frequencies predicted by the harmonic

coupling model are lower than the observed transitions. Using the

Morse matrix elements considerably improves the agreement at the

low manifolds. Proceeding to the higher manifolds, the transition

frequencies are overestimated when the Morse matrix elements are

used. These systematic deviations in the model can, for the most

part, be simultaneously corrected. By decreasing the effective

coupling and slightly increasing the oscillator frequency and

anharmonicity the overall fit of the model to the observed spectral
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features is improved. This improvement occurs regardless of which

matrix elements are used. A reparameterization of the Hamiltonian

is perhaps not too surprising since neither the oscillator parameters

nor the couplings were optimized to fit the spectral features within

the coupling model. split valence aþ initío basis sets appear to

slightly overestimate the interoscillator coupling. The zero order

methyl oscillator parameters also seem to require a small

reparameterization consistent with a break-down of the weak

coupling assumption.

ln the model description, the large energy mismatch between

methyl overtone and combination states at the high levels of CH

stretch excitation decreases the spectral manifestations of the

interoscillator coupling. These spectral regions usually have a "zero

order" LM appearance. At Âvcn = 3 (Figures 11.6,11.7) weak features

not predicted by the zero order LM model appear. The highest

intensity peak in that region and the peak immediately to its high

energy side were assigned as the zero order out-of-plane and in-

plane methyl cH stretching overtones respectively. Unlike in the

fundamental region, the out-of-plane degeneracy splitting isn't

observed at this overtone. The splitting is only predicted to be on
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FIGURE 11.6

Gas phase overtone spectrum of 2,5 dimethylthiophene in the

Av6¡1 = $ region. The 2,5 dimethylthiophene spectrum was

measured at B00C with a g.7S m gas cell pathlength.
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FIGURE 11.7

Gas phase overtone spectrum of 2 methyl (upper trace) and

2,5 dimethyl (lower trace) furan in the Av6¡1 = g region. The

2 methylfuran sampre pressure was 75 Torr and a gas ceil

pathlength of 11.25 m was used. The 2,s dimethylfuran spectrum

was measured with a sample pressure of 44 Torr with a gas cell

pathlength of B.25 m.
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the order of 1 cm-1 for these methyl systems at Âvcu = 3 (see Tables

11.6 and 11.8). weaker peaks within the methyl stretching region

appear at higher energy. These weak peaks roughly correspond to the

predicted positions of the methyl CH stretch - stretch combinations.

ln the intramanifold coupling model, their intensity arises from the

small but finite mixing of zero order local mode states and

combinations. Predicted combination intensities (see Tables 11.7

and 1 1.9) vary as to whether harmonic or Morse oscillator matrix

elements are used in the analysis. Lower combination intensities

are predicted when the Morse oscillator matrix elements are used.

Regardless of the choice of matrix elements, the general relative

ordering of combination intensities are reproduced. The combination

with the zero order label, l21t* l0>, is predicted to be the most

intense combination. The intensity of the combination ranges from

somewhat less than 2o/" to nearly 4"/. of the intensity of the 130>* l0>

overtone. The l20t* l1> combination, is predicted to be a third the

intensity of the l21r* l0> labelled state. The only other combination

with significant intensity when Morse matrix elements are used is

the state labelled as the l10t* 12> combination. This transition is

predicted to be less than 0.5% of the intensity of the highest
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TABLË 11.6

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE

AND COMBINATION POSITIONS OF 2,5 DIMETHYLTHIOPHENE

lN THE Âvcu = 3 REGION.

Assignment Observed Local Mode

gas Zero Order Harmonic Morse

V=3

30>+ 0> g3g4 9421
8432 8392

30>- 0> 8385 8422

00> 3> 8534 8480 8469 8507

21>+ 0> 9601 9661
961,1 8645

21>- 0> 8654 B70B

20>+ 1> 8704 8687
8720 8669

20>- 1> 8686 8740

10>+ 2> 9660 8737
8699

10>- 2> - 8722 8791

11> 1> - 8796 gglg 8859
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TAB LH X 
.I .7

PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE AND COMBINATION

INTENSITIES OF 2,5 DIMETHYLTHIOPHENE lN THE Av = 3 REGION.

Assignment

30>* 0>

30>_ 0>

00> 3>

21>+ 0>

21>- 0>

20>+ 1>

20>- 1>

10>+ 2>

10>- 2>

11> 1>

Zero Order

1.138-23

2.7 5E-24

5.35E-24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local Mode

Harmonic

1.09E-23

2.688-24

5.07E-24

3.06E-25

6.69E-26

1.39E-25

3.278-28

1.99E-25

2.81F*-27

1.258-26

Morse

1 .1 1 E-23

2.718-24

5.23 E-24

2.188-25

2.228-26

7 .298-26

1.778-26

5.78 E-26

5.05E-28

2.198-27
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T'AB¡-E 1X.E

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE

AND COMBINATION POSITIONS OF 2,5 DIMETHYLFURAN

lN THE AvcH = 3 REGION.

Assignment Observed

liquid gas

30>+ 0>

30>_ 0>

00> 3>

21>* 0>

21>- 0>

20>+ 1>

20>- 1>

10>+ 2>

10>_ 2>

11> 1>

8398 8437 8399

8522 8553 8523

8598 8625 8650

8698 8729 8683

8724

BBO9

Local Mode

Zero Order Harmonic

8390

8391

8508

8605

8664

8677

8698

8728

8748

8836

Morse

8426

8427

8547

8680

8720

871 6

8752

8769

8792

BB67
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TABLE 11"9

PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE AND

COMBINATION INTENSITIES OF 2,5 DIMETHYLFURAN

lN THE Áv = 3 REGION

Assig n ment

30>+ 0>

30>_ 0>

00> 3>

21>+ 0>

21>_ 0>

20>* '1>

20>- 1>

10>+ 2>

10>_ 2>

11> 1>

Zero Order

1 .16E-23

1.648-24

4.62F.-24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local Mode

Harmonic

1.128-23

1 .608-24

4.17F-24

4.25F-25

4.368-26

2.30E-25

5.55E-28

1.60E-25

1.078-27

2.488-26

Morse

1.148-23

1.628-24

4.548-24

1.97E-25

1.05E-26

4.33F-26

9.938-27

4.18E-26

3.03E-28

2.578-27
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intensity overtone transition of that manifold. The intensities of

the combinations fall off less rapidly when the harmonic matrix

elements are used.

The fitting of stretching features in the AvcH = B region to a

set of Lorentzian lines enables comparison of the relative

intensities of the transitions. The intensities (full-width at half

maximium times the amplitude) of the transitions assigned as the

l21r* l0> and l20t* l1> combinations in the gas phase spectrum of 2,S

dimethylfuran are about 1.8% and 1 .4/o of the l30tt l0> overtone.

Higher energy combinations are not readily apparent in the spectra.

These observed combination intensities are consistent with the

predicted mixing intensities of these transitions.

Considering the crude dipole moment function used, the quality

of the predicted relative overtone intensities between the in-plane

and out-of-plane oscillators is perhaps surprising. For the Âvç¡ = !

region, from the fit of the spectral features, the l00t l3r transition

is about 35/. of the intensity of the 130>t l0> transitions in both the

methyl furans and thiophenes. This is also the relative predicted

l00t l3t transition intensity for 2,5 dimethylfuran. The situation for

2,5 dimethylthiophene is not much worse. The 100> l3> transition is
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predicted to be about 38/" of the intensity of the 130>1 l0>

transitions.

The relative overtone intensities and the combination

intensities for the Âvcu = 3 region can be reasonably well

understood using the intramanifold coupling model, the linear dipole

approximation and a low level dipole moment function. Since in our

model combinations derive intensity by LM state mixing through the

intramanif old interoscillator couplings, combination intensities

offer some information on the operative model couplings. ln the

absence of coupling between ip and op oscillators only the 121>+ l0>

combination should have significant intensity. Alternatively, in the

limit of the op oscillators being decoupled, l20r* 11> should be the

most intense combination. The presence of both combinations with

similar intensities suggests that both couplings are operative.

At ÂvcH = 2 (see Figures 1 1 .3,1 1.4, 11.8 and 1 1 .9) the

combination features are much more intense than at Áv6¡1 = g. This

is partially predicted by the model. The improved energy match

between the combination and local mode states, make the spectral

manifestations of the coupling greater at the lower overtone. Aside

from differences in relative intensities and small shifts in band
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FIGURE 11.8

Gas phase overtone spectrum of 2 methylfuran (lower trace) and

2,5 dimethylthiophene (upper trace) in the methyl Avçs = I region.

The room temperat ure 2 methylfuran spectrum was measured at a

pressure of 75 Torr and with a gas cell pathlength of 0.75 m. The 2,S

dimethylthiophene spectrum was measured at BOoC with a 3.2s m

gas cell pathlength.
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FIGURE 11.9

Gas phase overtone spectrum of the methyl AVç¡1 = ! stretching

region of 3 methyl (lower trace), 2 methyl (middre trace), and 2,s

dimethyl (upper trace) thiophene. The sample pressures of 2 and 3

methyl thiophene were 1B Torr and the gas cell pathlength was

2.25m. The 2,5 dimethylthiophene spectrum was measured at g0oc

with a 3.25 m gas cell pathlength.
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maxima, the methyl regions of all the furans and thiophenes have the

same overall appearance. ln the Âvcu = 2 region, there are five

major bands which the spectra have in common. Arthough these

bands appear to have substructure, splittings are not clearly

resolved. The highest intensity peak and the peak immediately to its

high energy side are again assigned as the overtone transitions to the

l20tr l0> and 100> 12> states. At this manifold, as at AvcH = 3, the

predicted relative intensies of the overtone transitions are in

agreement with the spectroscopic data (see table 1 1 .1 0-1 1 .1 3). The

higher energy peaks coincide with the predicted energies of the

stretch-stretch combinations. All three combinations seem to

appear in the spectra. The 111> l0> and 110>*11> transitions are

predicted to be separated by between i 6 and s6 cm-1. The highest

intensity combination, which is in the correct frequency range to be

these transitions, appears as an unresolved doublet consistent with

these predictions. The highest energy methyl transition is assigned

as the l10t- l1> combination. Consistent with model predictions, the

antisymmetric l10o- l1> combination transition has a much lower

intensity than the assigned symmetric combinations. The peak to the

Iow energy side of the 120>- l0> overtones is not accounted for in the
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model assignment.

The presence of all three combinations at Ávcu = 2 cannot be

explained by the intramanifold coupling model if only the equivalent

op oscillators couple to each other. ln the limit of stricfly out-of-

plane coupling, the symmetric out-of-plane overtone l20r* l0> is

only coupled to the out-of-plane combination 111> l0>. Thus in this

limit, only the out-of-plane combination, l11r l0o, can acquire

significant intensity. ln addition, the degeneracy of the symmetric

and antisymmetric combinations, 110>* l1> is only weakly broken in

this coupling limit. ln the absence of out-of-plane coupling, but

allowing coupling between the in-plane and out-of-plane oscillators,

the degeneracy of the symmetric - antisymmetric combination

states l1Ott l1r is significantly broken. ln the ip-op coupling limit,

the out-of-plane combination 111> l0> mixes only indirectly with

the overtone states. Transitions to all combination states become

allowed in this limit but the 111> l0> combination is expected to be

weak. Like the observations at Âv6¡1 = g, the analysis suggests that

neither coupling limit applies. ln fact if the 111> l0> and 110>+ l1>

transitions could be well enough resolved to get the relative
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TABLË 11.10

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE

AND COfu1BINATION POSITIONS OF 2,5 DIMETHYLTHIOPHENE

lN THE Avcs = 1 AND 2 REGIONS.

Assign ment Observed

gas Zero Order Harmonic

Local Mode

Morse

V=1

1 0>* 0>

10>_ 0>

00> 1>

V =2

20>+ 0>

20>- 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

10>_ 1>

5782

5841

591 1

5954

(c m-t ¡

2924

2948

5721

5775

5848

5872

5706

571 6

5761

58ø,4

5891

5891

2912

2959

2958

5734

5743

5791

5881

5900

591 B

2894

2938

2963
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T'ABLH 1X.11

PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE AND

COMBINATION INTENSITIES OF 2,5 DIMETHYLTHIOPHENE

lN THE Av = 2 REGION.

Assig n ment

20>+ 0>

20>_ 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

10>_ 1>

Zero Order

3.85 E-22

9.63 E-23

1.928-22

0

0

0

Local tulode

Harmonic

2.92F--22

9. 1 0 E-23

1 .918-22

4.13E-23

1.588-23

2.548-24

Morse

3.56 E-22

9.29 E-23

1 .8 6 -E-22

2.7 6E-23

6 .7 5 E-24

7.00E-25
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TAELE X 1.12

OBSERVED AND PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE

AND COMBINATION POSITIONS OF 2,5 DIMETHYLFURAN

lN THE Âvcu = 1 AND 2 REGIONS.

Assignment

v--1

10>o 0>

10>_ 0>

00> 1>

V =2

20>+ 0>

20>_ 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

10>_ 1>

liquid

Observed

gas

2926 2925

2958

5753 5775 5725

Local Mode

Zero Order Harmonic Morse

2895

2940

2974

2907

2938

2973

5734

5747

581 4

5881

5896

5943

5824

5884

5847

5903

5799

58s0

5708

5720

5781

5849

5906

5903

5937 5955
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TÅEt-E X 1.13

PREDICTED METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE

AND COMBINATION INTENSITIES OF 2,5 DIMETHYLFURAN

lN THE Lv = 2 REGION

Assign ment

20>+ 0>

20>_ 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

'10>_ 1>

Zero Order

3 .9 B E-22

5.63 E-23

1.728-22

0

0

0

Local Mode

Harmo n ic

3 .9 B E-22

5.48 E-23

1.168-22

5.95E-23

2.7 2E-23

1.578-24

Morse

3.75 E-22

5.5 B E-23

1 .47 E-22

4.2BE-23

4.498-24

5.59 E-25
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intensities of the combinations and the 110>r l1>

resolved, the magnitudes of the couplings within

description could be ascertained, Although these

obtained from the unresolved spectral features,

regions do not support the equivalent oscillator

methyl systems.

splitting could be

the model

values cannot be

the lower overtone

assumption for these

One disturbing problem in the analysis of relative overtone

combination intensities is the anomalous symmetric combination

intensities ât ÁvcH:2. Since in our model the combinations acquire

intensity from mixing with the local mode states of the same

manifold, the combination intensity cannot exceed the intensities of

the overtone transitions. ln the Avcu = 2 region, it is not uncommon

to observe combinations with higher íntensities than the overtones.

ln the case of the methylfurans and methylthiophenes the unresolved

111> l0>, 110t* l1> combination is roughly the same intensity as the

l20rt l0> overtone and much more intense than the lo0> 12> overtone.

The antisymmetric combination, l10t- l1t, is considerably less

intense than its symmetric counterpart, yet in the furan systems it

has roughly the same intensity as the weak 100> 12> overtone. The
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next section addresses the issue of the Åvcn = 2 combination

intensities. Qualitatively the combination intensities can be

understood retaining the simple linear dipole approximation but

using improved LM wavefunctions.

ln addition, the intramanifold coupring model cannot account

for all the observed transitions in the CH stretching regions of the

molecules. For the methyl systems we have examined in this

section, peaks to the low energy side of the out-of-plane overtone

transition standout. The low energy peak is especially intense in the

Âvcs = 2 region. This problem will be discussed in greater depth in

Chapter 12.

The predictions of this simplistic description of relative

overtone - combination intensíties in the Ávcn = 2 and 3 regions are

quite remarkable. This suggests that even at the lowest level of

theoretical sophistication, predicted intensities are sufficien¡y

spectra.

overtone

overtone

observed

accurate to aid in the assignment of the vibrational overtone

ïhe intensity data are particularly valuable in the rower

regions where combinations added to the complexity of the

spectra. Existing discrepancies between the predicted and

relative overtone intensities may in fact be due to crude
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dipole moment function used in the calculations. ln infrared

intensity studies of smaller molecules, larger basis sets with

diffuse functions were crucial in obtaining good dipole moment

f unctio¡s105,115,187,188. The small 3-21G basis employed is unlikely

to give a highly accurate dipole picture of the molecule. To obtain

accurate absolute overtone - combination intensities a high quality

dipole moment function expanded beyond the first derivative term in

its Taylor expansion is essential. We have not been concerned with

absolute transition intensities and hence such steps were not taken

to improve our intensity analysis.
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ii.) Ground state Mixing: An Additional lntensity source

The success of the intramanifold, harmonic coupling extension

of the LM model in describing the methyl CH stretching features of

substituted furans and thiophenes is quite remarkable. Most of the

general features can be explained with relatively few model

parameters. lndeed what may be more impressive is that many of

the model parameters were obtained independently from the spectra

to which they were applied. Although the experimental - model

agreement can be improved by fine-tuning these parameters, even

without any optimization the model predictions are quite good.

However, as noted at the end of the last section, the model has some

inadequacies regarding the relative predicted methyl overtone

combination intensities at Âvç¡1 = !. As discussed in the last

section, the inadequacies of the intensity predictions are not

surprising considering the crude model employed. However, a simple

extension of this model markedly improves intensity predictions in

the Âvç¡1 =l manifold.

ln the methyl substituted furans and thiophenes the total

intensity of the 111> l0> and l1Oto l1> combination transitions is

predicted to range from around 15/" to 30% of the intensity of the
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l20ot l0> overtone' The antisymmetric combination is predicted to be
less than 1"/" of the overtone intensity. The observed intensity of the
antisymmetric combination is in reasonabre agreement with
prediction but the symmetric combinations have almost the same
intensity as the l20ot l0> overtone. At the higher methyr stretching

manifolds both the symmetric and antisymmetric combination
intensities relatíve to the overtone transition intensities are well
predícted' These observations suggest that there is an additional
intensity source for the dipole allowed transítions to the symmetric
v = 2 combination states not considered ín our moder.

The intensities of single photon, multiquanta xH stretching
transitions have been the subject of a number of studissl06-108,176.

Typicaty these investigations have attempted to accuratery moder
the absorute transition intensities by employing improved dipore
moment functions. rn practise, higher order terms ín the dipore
expansion are retained. To achieve even moderate success at
predicting absorute transition intensities arong a fundamentar_

overtone progression these high order terms are important. For up to
the nth overtone rever, it is generary considered that the nrh diagonar
dipole derivative term is required. rn this section, we are primarily
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concerned with the one-photon transitions to the v = 2 XH stretching

states. Of particular interest are the relative intensities of the

methyl combinations and overtones at this manifold. Following the

above scheme, the quadratic terms in the dipole expansion should be

retained if accurate absolute fundamental and av = 2 overtone

methyl stretching intensities are required. lf the quadratic terms

are retained, transitions between the LM ground state and zero order

combination states of the general form l0r0z..njor..rT'ì1..02> become

directly allowed through the cross terms in the expansion.

Transitions to the 111> l0> and l10tt l1> states acquire intrinsic

intensity through the quadratic cross terms in the dipole expansion.

lf the cross quadratic dipole terms are cited as the sole additional

Source of Âv = 2 methyl combination transition intensity, two

questions arise. The first problem is that ¡t isn't readily apparent

why the cross quadratic dipole terms should be a more effective

intensity source for the symmetric combinations and not contribute

substantially to the antisymmetric Âv = 2 combinations. Second, if

the intensities of the combinations at Avcu = Z are solely

accounted for by parameterizing the quadratic terms, then the

agreement between observed and predicted combination intensities
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at the higher vibrational manifolds is poor. Thus although higher

order dipole terms are important in understanding the absolute

intensities along a fundamental-overtone progression, alone, they do

not satisfactorily account for the relative methyl Âv = 2 overtone_

combination intensities.

An intensity source not considered in the intramanifold

coupling scheme but readily apparent in the full harmonic coupling

model, plays an important role in contributing to the intensity of the

symmetric Avcu = 2 combinations. We call the additional intensity

source arising from the full harmonic coupling model, the ground

state mixing contribution. Even within the linear dipole

approximation the importance of ground state mixing on symmetric

Av = 2 combination intensities is evident. Rather than attempting to

further improve model intensity calculations by employing higher

order dipole terms, intensities will be calculated within the linear

dipole approximation but with an improved methyl cH stretching

wavefunction which results from considering ground state mixing.

This approach was taken for a number of reasons. Retaining only

linear dipole terms considerably simplifies the calculation of

intensities. Since onlv relative intensities ^re being considered and
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the desired effect of ground state mixing is evident at the linear

dipole level, a more sophisticated dipore moment function for our

purposes seems unneccessary. There were some practical reasons

for considering only the linear dipole intensities. Modest split

valence basis sets were used in the calculation of the dipole moment

derivatives. Several extensive theoretical

investigations1os,11o,11s,187,188 of calculated vibrational intensities

suggest that rather high level basis sets which incorporate diffuse

functions are important for the calculation of good dipole moment

functions. The quality of the dipole function employed in our

calculations, particularly for the sulphur containing thiophenes, is

probably insufficient to warrant an extensive treatment. Also, since

the available gþinitio programs calculate dipole moment derivatives

numerically, high order derivatives are subject to the propagation of

round-off and step-size errors. For all these reasons, intensities

were calculated at the linear dipole level of approximation.

lf ground state mixing is an ímportant intensity source, ¡t

suggests the breakdown of the intramanifold coupling approximation.

The contribution of ground state mixing to the intensities of

transitions to the symmetric v = 2 combination states can be readily
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understood within the simple harmonic oscillator algebra. ln terms

of this argebra the quadratic coupring operator for a system of

harmonic oscillators contains terms which couple states within a
vibrational manifold, 

"Taj, 
and states which differ by two in total

vibrational quantum number, aiai and a¡aj. on the basis of the large

energy mismatch between manifolds, these latter couplings were

ignored in the previous section. lndeed, due to the decreasing

manifold separation with increasing energy, thís approximation is

expected to the strongest in the lower energy realm. since we have

been primarily concerned with the lower energy overtone regions,

the intramanifold coupling restriction seemed reasonable.

consistent with this approximation, the xH stretching transition

energies and intensities in general are grossly unaffected if

intermanifold coupling is considered. The one potential exception is

the symmetric Av = 2 combinations.

lf intermanifold terms are considered in the harmonic coupling

extension of the LM Hamiltonian, the only states direcily coupled to

the ground state are the symmetric v = 2 combination states. The v

- 4, 6, symmetric combination states are coupled indirecily to the

zero order ground state through these terms. The question is, how
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important is the intermanifold state mixing in determining the

methyl CH stretching intensities? Theoretical calcualtions on 2,s

dimethylfuran and 2,5 dimethylthiophene molecules predict rather

large kinetic and potential energy contributions to the

interoscillator coupling. Due to the sign difference between the

predicted kinetic and potential energy components of the coupling,

the effective intramanifold coupling constant suffers from a

substantial cancellation effect. However, in the expression for the

effective intermanifold coupliñg constant the kinetic and potential

energy contributions are additive. Thus despite the energy mismatch

between the vibrational manifolds, the intermanifold coupling may

be more important than it is commonly thought to be.

The intensity of a transition between a final state and initial

state (the initial state is considered to be the ground state in this

case) within the linear dipole approximation is proportional to,

_m[æ "í,fl 
(o; f '' I ol) 

)
X
j,k*[Þt'+l (11.4)
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where cr¡ and co¡ are the expansion coefficients of the final state

and the ground state in terms of the zero order LM basis. since the

states are orthogonal, the static term makes no contribution to the

transition intensity and is not included in equation 11.4. The

expression for the linear dipole intensity can be partitioned into two

sets of terms.

let d. =
1

Itr*
l.¿.

tt

The first term is denoted as the self-mixing term. The second term

is called the cross-mixing component. ln the intramanifold coupling

restriction, the zero order ground state remains unmixed with other

states. No self-mixing contribution to the transition intensity can

arise. ln addition, the only cross mixing contribution is between the

zero order ground state and zero ordei' local mode overtone states.

)ü{

X
i

t,+l

{.y(o;la'loi) . i X, {.1 (oil', loi)i

(11.s)

(11.6)
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Lifting the intramanifold coupling assumption, no longer ensures

such simplifications in the transition dipole expression. The mixing

of the zeto order ground state with other states manifests itself in

nonvanishing self and cross mixing terms in the transition moment

operator. The symmetric ground state cannot mix with

antisymmetric states and hence antisymmetric transitions have no

self-mixing contribution. ln addition, many of the cross-mixing

terms vanish for transitions to antisymmetric states. Therefore

including the intermanifold coupring increases the relative

difference in intensity between a corresponding symmetric

symmetric and symmetric - antisymmetric transition.

of all the zero order methyl cH stretching overtone and

combination states, the symmetric v = z combinations suffer from

the greatest ground state mixing. Hence the intensities of these

states are most affected by the lifting of the intramanifold coupling

restriction. This is true if the Morse oscillator or harmonic

oscillator algebra is used. using the harmonic oscillator algebra

however simplifies the treatment. lf the quadratic coupling is

treated in a harmonic oscillator basis, the dimensionality of the

intensity problem is reduced. The even vibrational manifolds (v =
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0,2,4,...) are completely separable from the odd manifolds. This

separation does not occur if the coupling is considered within a

Morse oscillator basis. The ground state mixing contribution to

methyl cH stretching intensities will be investigated using the

simpler harmonic oscillator algebra.

Diagonalizing the full harmonic coupling operator in a

truncated harmonic oscillator basis of even and odd vibrational

manifolds yields the expansion coefficients. Using the oscillator

parameters reported in the previous section for 2,s dimethylfuran

and 2,5 dimethylthiophene, the energies and linear dipole transition

intensities are calculated considering the ground state mixing

contribution. The even manifold basis was truncated at v = 4 while

only the v = 1 and v = 3 manifolds were used in the odd basis for the

calculation. The stretching positions are quite ínsensitive to the

basis set expansion. small shifts to higher energy for the highest

even and odd manifold are a basis set truncation effect. The small

shifts to lower energy for the lower manifolds are in accordance

with variational principles. Lifting the intramanifold coupling

approximation therefore has little effect on the predicted transition

energies. ln general, the transition intensities are also relatively
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unaffected by the introduction of intermanifold coupling. The major

exception are the transitions to the symmetric v = 2 states. Tables

11.14 and 11.15 compare the predicted methyl cH stretching

positions and intensities of the symmetric v=2 states or 2,5

dimethylfuran and 2,s dimethylthiophene with and without the

intramanifold coupling restriction. rn both molecules, ground state

mixing reduces the intensities of the symmetric overtone transtions

while the symmetric combination intensities increase. For both

molecules, the intensity of the 111> lo> combination relative to the

120>t l0> overtone is predicted to be about 1.6 times greater if

ground state mixing is included. ln 2,s dimethylfuran the 111> l0>

combination is predicted to be more intense than the loo> 12>

overtone, consistent with observation. ln addition, the predicted

decrease in overtone intensities is greater for the in-plane overtone

than the out-of-plane overtone. Thus ground state mixing in part can

account for the discrepancy in relative overtone intensities

predicted within the intramanifold coupling approximation.

The splittings and small shifts in band maxima observed in the

lower energy CH stetching overtone - combination regions can be

readily understood in terms of a one-bond, intramanifold eoupling
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TABLE X1"14

PREDICTED GROUND STATE MIXING CONTRIBUTION TO THE

SYMMETRIC METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE AND COMBINATION

INTENSITIES OF 2,5 DIMETHYLTHTOPHENE lN THE Lv = 2 REGION.

Assignment

20>+ 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

lntramanifold

cm- 1

5706

5761

5844

5891

Coupling

rel lnt

0.540

0.355

0.076

0.029

lntermanifold

cm- 1

5702

5758

5842

5890

Coupling

rel lnt

0.491

0.336

0.123

0.050



TABLE 11.15

PREDICTED GROUND STATE MIXING CONTRIBUTION TO THE

SYMMETRIC METHYL CH STRETCHING OVERTONE AND COMBINAT]ON

INTENSITIES OF 2,S DTMETHYLFURAN tN THE Áv = 2 REctON.

Assignment

20>+ 0>

00> 2>

11> 0>

10>+ 1>

lntramanifold

cm- 1

5708

5781

5849

5906

Coupling

rel lnt

0.663

0.193

0.099

0.045

lntermanifold

cm- 1

5705

5778

5847

5905

Coupling

rel lnt

0.600

0.162

0.174

0.064



extension of the LM model. However, such a model extension

inadeqÚately describes the relative intensities of the Âvç¡1 = |

overtones and combinations. Dipole transition intensities appear to

be much more sensitive to the form of the cH stretching

wavefunction. The subtle intermanifold couplings which give rise to

ground state mixing is an important intensity source for the

Avç¡1 = | combination transitions. lt is preferentially an intensity

source for the symmetric combination transitions. This in part

explains the apparent anomalous symmetric combination intensities

at Avcu - 2. Therefore, as a first step towards fully accounting for

CH stretching intensities the intermanifold one-bond couplings must

be retained in the coupling model. This increases the dimensionality

of the coupled oscillator problem particularly if Morse oscillator

matrix elements are used throughout the problem. Considering

intermanifold coupling using harmonic oscillator algebra helps keep

the treatment of the problem simple. Expressing the quadratic

couplings in terms of harmonic creation and annihilation operators

readily identifies the dominant terms in the transition moment

operator. Only the symmetric v = 2 combination states directly mix

rn'i*lr +L^ ^-^,,-J ^!^¿^ :- rL^ t-^----:^ - - -.rrw¡t[r tne gí-ounc slaie ln îne narmonrc osetilator algebra. The other
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higher even manifold combinations mix onry indirecily. The

dimensionality of the problem is relatively small within this algebra

since the even manifolds can be considered separately from odd

manifolds. Using harmonic oscillator intermanifold coupling leads to

a tractable method of investigating the importance of ground state

mixing on the relative overtone - combination transition intensities.
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CHAPTER 12

BREAKDOWN OF THE RIGID METHYL ROTOR INTERPRETATION

Previous Work On Low-Barrier Methyl Rotor Systems

lnternal rotation and specifically the internar rotation

involving methyl groups has been extensively studied over the last

sixty years100,18e,1e0. Despite the vast array of literature on the

subject, the interpretation of the vibrational spectra of molecules

which have low barriers to methyl group internal rotation is not

completely clear. ln particularly, the fundamental and higher energy

CH stretching features of methyl rotor systems are not understood.

There have been a number of investigations specifically aimed

at understanding the effect of internal rotation on the methyl cH

stretching fundamentals. ln a series of paps¡s1e1-1e8, Sheppard and

coworkers analysed the infrared spectra of nitromethane, methyl

boron difluoride, as well as toluene and some of its deuterated

derivatives. The methyl fundamental vibrations and in particular the

perpendicularly polarized bands displayed complex bandshapes.
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These compricated bandshapes were considered to be made up of
íniernal rotatíonal fíne structure. Reed and Lovejoy,sr s+

re-examínation of the fundamentar spectrum of methyr boron
difruoride and methyr-d3 boron difruoride suggested that Jones and
sheppard's assignment of the methyr cH stretching fundamentars
was not compretery correct. More recent studies by McKean and
coworkersles,le6 as weil as cavagnat and Lascombs1e7,1e8 þ¿ys
attempted to resorve the assignment and probe more deeply the
effects of internar rotation on the methyr cH stretching fundamentar
transitions.

McKean's group has used the method of selective deuteration to
solve many probrems associated with the understanding of the
fundamentar XH stretching regions of a wide range of molsçLrrssl2s.
Molecures in which a, but one serected hydrogen are repraced by
deuterium have a sÍmprified methyf cH stretching fundamentar
spectrum' The spectrar simprification arises from the rarge mass
difference between the isotopes which resurts in a substantiar
difference between the XH and XD stretching frequencies. The singre
xH stretching mode in the serectivery deuterated morecure is
effectivery isorated from the remainíng vibratíonar degrees of
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freedom due to this large frequency mismatch. McKean and

coworkers re-examined the fundamental stretching regions of

nitro¡¡sfþ¿¡s1es and methyl boron diflLre¡ifls1e6 and the selectively

deuterated species. The assignment of the CH3 and CD3 fundamentals

is complicated by a number of strong interactions which perturb the

methyl cH stretching features. The cH stretching region of the cHD2

group of the selectively deuterated molecules is easier to assign. ln

the nitromethane case, a single, broad but weak band is observed in

the gas phase. The single methyl CH stretching band was interpreted

as that due to the average CH stretching frequency during internal

rotation.

The methyl CH stretching features of methyl boron difluoride

were expected to be similiar to those of nitromethane. This is

particularly true in terms of the effects of internal rotation.

Microwave studieslee,20o have determined that both molecules have

very low, six-fold torsional barriers. surprisingly, the fundamental

CH stretching region of methyl boron difluoride is very different

from that of nitromethane. Rather than a single "average,' frequency

band, two bands are observed for the selectively deuterated methyl

boron difluoride. From the band shapes, the higher energy band was
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assigned to the stretching of the CH group when it is in the plane

defined by the BF2 frame. The lower energy methyl fundamental band

was assigned to the CH group when ít is perpendicular to the frame.

The different interpretations of the internal rotational effects on

the two molecules with very similar barriers to internal rotation is

difficult to rationalize. McKean and s[¿lt1es suggested that the

difference between the methyl cH stretching features of the two

molecules is due to a large substituent effect on the methyl cH

stretching intensities. However, this argument was not explored and

one is unsure how this relates to internal rotational effects.

using the method of selective deute¡¿lis¡1e8, cavagnat and

Lascombe further examined the fundamental CH stretching region of

nitromethane and toluene in the gas and solid phases using infrared

and Raman spectroscopy. The toluene spectrum was found to be very

similiar to that of methyl boron difluoride. Both Sheppard and

Woodma¡1e2 ¿le¡g with Mckean and coworkersles,le6 considered the

angular variation of the diagonal CH stretching force constant as the

dominant torsion-vibration interaction. Cavagnat and LacombeleT,leB

explicitly modelled this torsion-vibration interaction between a

single harmonic CH stretehing mode and a hindered torsional nnode.
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Their anarysis predicted the most intense methyr cH stretching
Raman rine to crosery correspond to the crassicar average frequency
of the modulated CH stretching mode.

fn the course of studying substituent effects in benzene ring

systems, Gough and Henry examined the Ävcg = 3 and 4 regions of

toluene and the xyrenes134. The methyr regions of o-xyrene consist
of two peaks. Aþ initio carcurations predict a pranar, non_geared,

minimum energy methyr conformation (see Figure 12.s). The methyr
peak positions crosery correspond to those predicted from the

bondrength-frequency correration using the predicted equiribrium
methyr cH bondrengths. The rower intensity, higher energy peak was
assigned as arising from the rone, in-prane, methyr cH osciilator.
The higher intensity, rower energy peak was associated with the two
oscillators whích stagger the ring. The situation is different for
toluene, meta-, and para-xyrene. Three peaks are observed for these
systems. The positions and rerative intensities of the highest and
lowest energy peaks in the methyr region crosery resembre those of o_

xylene. Ahmed and Henry2ol sþssrved the same trend in the
trimethyrbenzenes' Two methyr peaks are observed for 1,2,3

trimethyrbenzene whire the spectra of the remaining
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trímethyrbenzenes show three peaks. Henry, Gough, ¿¡fl gsì!v¿202

reported the same trend in the Avç¡1 = g region of the monofluoro_
toluenes. Based on the correspondence between the highest and
lowest energy methyl peaks in all the spectra, as in o-xylene, these
peaks were assigned to correspond to transitions associated with
the minimum energy conformation, in-prane and out_of_prane, cH
oscilrators. However, the structurar interpretation of the methyr cH
stretching features cannot account for the centrar peak observed in
the overtone regions of the methyrbenzenes and monoharotoruenes.

ïhe favoured, tentative, assignment of the centrar peak was that of a
"free-rotor" or averaged cH stretching peak. rt is essentiary this
assignment which is investígated in the remainíng sections.
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ii.) The Barrier Height Dependence of the Methyl Overtone Features

The aim behind these experimental studies was to attempt to

clarify the assignment and the interpretation of the methyl cH

stretching overtone regions of molecules which have a low barrier

the internal rotation of the methyl group relative to the remainder

the molecular frame. lt was hoped that this goal could be

accomplished by examining a wide number of methyl rotor systems

with different torsional barrier heights and determining if the

overtone features do indeed show a barrier height dependence.

The work of Gough and Henry132 ¿s well as Ahmed and Henry2or

on methylbenzenes is the most directly related to these studies and

will often be refered to in this sectíon. As an extension of the

methylbenzene studies, a similar system, the monohalo substituted

toluenes were examined. The Åvç¡.¡=g spectra of ortho, meta, and para

fluoro and chloro toluene are presented in Figures 12.1 and 12.2. The

Ávç¡1=$ spectra of the mono-fluorotoluenes were previously reported

by Henry, Gough, and Sow¿2o2. Aside from the expected substituent

dependent shifts in the position of overtone maxima and the relative

to

of
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FIGURE 12.1

Gas phase overtone spectra of ortho, meta, and para fluorotoluene in

the avç¡1 = t region. The spectra were measured at pressures

corresponding to the equilibrium vapour pressures of the samples at

86oC and with a 9.TS m gas cell pathlength.
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FIGURE 12.2

Gas phase overtone spectra of ortho, meta, and para chlorotoluene in

the Áv6s = g region. The spectra were measured at pressures

corresponding to the equilibrium vapour pressures of the samples at

86oC and with a 14.25 m gas cell pathlength.
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differences in the intensities of the methyl CH stretching features

between mono-, di-, and tri- methyl substituted species, the

methylbenzene and mono-halotoluene spectra are very similar.

The aryl regions of the methylbenzenes and halotoluenes have

simple zero order LM interpretation. An aryl CH stretching overtone

progression can be identified for each set of chemically equivalent

ring oscillators in the molecule. For para-xylene and 1,9,5

trimethylbenzene, there is only one type of aryl cH oscillator and

only one aryl overtone progression is observed. Relative to the

benzene aryl overtone transition, the corresponding aryl overtone

transition in these methylbenzenes is shifted to lower energy. The

opposite shift in aryl overtone position was found for the

halobenze¡s5131. The oscillators closest to the substitution site

were found to be the most affected and the substituent induced shift

increased with the number of substituents. ln the para-halotoluenes,

two intense aryl overtone peaks are observed (see Figure 12.9). The

opposing effects of the methyl and halo substituents on the

stretching frequencies of adjacent oscillators are responsible for

the well resolved aryl features. From the near coincidence of the
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FIGURE 12.3

Gas phase overtone spectra of para-fluorotoluene in the avç¡1 = {
region. The spectrum was measured at the pressure corresponding

the equilibrium vapour pressure of the sample at g6oc and with a

12.75 m gas cell pathlength. The spectrum represents the sum of

ten individual scans.
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single aryl cH overtone progression of p-xylene or 1,3,S

trimethylbenzene with the lower energy progression in the p-halo-

toluenes, the lower energy overtone is assigned as being associated

with the oscillators adjacent to the methyl substituent. Llkewise,

the higher energy aryl overtone is assigned to the oscillators ortho

to the halo substituent. The singre aryl overtone peak of 2,3,s,6

tetra-fluorotoluene (see Figure 12.1s) is slightly displaced to the

high energy side of the higher energy overtone of p-fluorotoluene.

The single overtone peak of p-xylene and 1,3,s trimethylbenzene are

slightly to lower energy of the low energy peak of p-fluorotoluene.

The substituent effects on the aryl overtone peak positons of the

halotoluenes are in accord with those observed in the halo and

methyl benzenes and the aromatic heterocycles.

The aryl overtone regions of the ortho and meta substituted

halotoluenes and methylbenzenes are more congested than the para

species due to the greater number of chemically nonequivalent aryl

oscillators. The Avçs = 3 and 4 spectra show unresolved contours in

the aryl region. At higher overtone levels, congestion typically

decreases as the inverse frequency - anharmonicity ratios between
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the nonequivalent oscíllators detunes the overtones at higher levels

of excitation. At Âvç¡1=g (Figure 12.4) three overtone features are

partially resolved in both the ortho and meta substituted

fluorotoluenes. Although all four aryl oscillators are distinguishable

in these molecules , ab inítío calculations predict only a small

structural asymmetry between the oscillators at the 4,s and 2,s ring

positions of the ortho and meta substituted halotoluenes

respectively. Table 12.1 lists the predicted aryl cH bondlengths of

the halotoluenes. At the higher overtone levels in the gas phase,

subtle differences in CH oscillators result in resolvable spectral

features. The correlation between aryl overtone features and the

number of chemically nonequivalent aryl oscillators is clearly

evident in the methylbenzene, halobenzene and halotoluene spectra.

The sensitivity of the energy of the overtone transition to the

chemical environment of the CH oscillator has been exploited to give

detailed structural and conformational information on various

moleCuleg28,131,1sS,1s4,2oZ. Our resultS On the halOtOluenes are

consistent with the bondlength-frequency correlation arguments

used in these structural studies.
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FIGURE 12.4

Gas phase photoacoustic overtone spectra of ortho, meta, and para

fluorotoluene in the Âvç¡1 = g region. The room temperature spectra

were measured at 25, 20, and 23 Torr pressure for the ortho, meta,

and para substituted species respectively. A 1o cm pathlength

photoacoustic gas cell was used.
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T',AB[-Ë 12.1

Predicted 4-21G Aryl cH Bondlengths (Å) ot selected roluenes

c(2)H(2) c (3)H (3) c(4)H(4) c (s)H (s) c (6)H (6)

toluene

2-f lu o ro

3-fluoro

4-f luo ro

2-methyl

3-methyl

4-m ethyl

1.073

1.070

1.072

1.075

1.073

1.072

1.070

1.070

1.073

1.074

1.072

1 .071

1.069

1.072

1.073

1.074

1.072

1 .071

1.072

1.070

1.072

1.073

1.073

1 .073

1.072

1.072

1.072

1.073

1.073
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Two features are notably absent in the aryl cH stretching

regions of both the methylbenzenes and halotoluenes. Splittings due

to long-range CH stretch - stretch couplings are not resolvable at

any level of cH stretch excitation. LM aryl stretch-stretch

combinations have little or no intensity relative to the aryl cH

stretching overtone transitions. Both of these observations are

general. These features were also absent from the aryl regions of

the furans and thiophenes. The absence of resolvable coupling

splittings and aryl combinations is indicative of the quality of the

one-bond coupling approximation and suggestive of a high degree of

local mode character for the aryl cH stretching states.

The avç¡1 = 3 and 4 methyl overtone regions of the mono

halotoluenes resemble those of the methylbenzenes. Two distinct

patterns are observed. Ortho substituted molecules yield two major

peaks while three major peaks are observed for the meta and para

substituted toluenes. A structural interpretation like that used in

Chapter 11 for the methyl furans and thiophenes can readily explain

two methyl overtone transitions but not three. For methyl

substituted furans and thiophenes, gþinitio calculations predicted
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only a single type of rotamer with a substantial barrier to internal

rotation. The ortho-halotoluenes behave very similarly. Both

microwave resuftsz0s,2o4 and theoretical calculatio¡s205,206 predict

a planar geometry with the planar hydrogen opposite to the halo

substituent (see Figure 12.5). The reported ground state torsional

hindering potential203,2o4,2o7, Vs = 2.6g kJ mol-1, is much larger

than meta and para substituted toluenes2oT-213. The larger hindering

potential means that the methyl rotor is more localized at the

bottom of the potential well. The majority of the transitions

originate from the lower portions of the weil. At the bottom of the

well, the conformationally distinct environments of the methyl

oscillators manifest themselves in the CH stretching wavefunctions.

Transitions from these lower levers therefore can be associated

with chemically nonequivalent oscillators. This is the reasoning

behind the structural interpretation of the methyl overtone spectra.

The structural interpretation explains the two methyl

overtones observed in the ortho substituted methylbenzenes and

halotoluenes. The coincidence of the two methyl overtones of the

ortho species with the high and low energy features observed in the
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FIGURE 12.5

Minimum energy methyr conformation of the ortho substituted

toluenes.
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spectra of the meta and para species suggests that these features

are due to the distinguishable oscillators of the minimum energy

conformer. ln this assignment, the origin of the central peak

remains uncertain.

Reddy et also postulated that the central methyl peak in the

AvcH = 5 spectrum of toluene (see Figure 12.6) was due to the

presence of a second stable rotamer. However, little evidence exists

for the presence of multiple stable conformers of the

methylbenzenes and mono-halotoluenes. Neither

miCrOwayg2o3,2o4,2o9-213 nOr SUperSOniC beam expanSiO n2o1,Z0B

spectroscopies have revealed the presence of multiple rotamers.

Theoretical calculations2os,2o6,z14-216 are in agreement with the

spectroscopic results. lt thus seems unlíkely that the discrepencies

between the methyl regions arise from the presence of two or more

conformers in the meta and para substituted molecules.

A Fermi resonance origin for the central peak has also been

suggested134. The spectroscopic manifestations of Fermi resonances

in the overtone regions were studied in some detail in the aryl cH

stretching progressions of furan and thiophene. The interactions
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FIGURE 12.6

Room temperature, gas phase, photoacoustic overtone spectrum of

the Âvç¡1 = 5 region of toluene. The spectrum was acquired with 24

Torr of sample in a 10 cm pathlength gas cell.
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typically tune-in and tune-out of resonance along the overtone

progression. However, the central peak in the meta and para

substituted toluenes does not show any dramatic tunablity between

avcu = 3 - 5. curiously, a third methyl peak becomes apparent in

the gas phase Âvç¡1 = g spectrum of orthofluorotoluene (see Figure

12.4). This same phenomenon is observed in the gas phase avç¡1 = g

spectra of the methylfurans (see Figure 12.7). ln the case of

thiophene, small substituent induced shifts in overtone position

were sufficient to dramatically change the Fermi resonance

structure at a given overtone. lt seems unlikely that 2 methylfuran

and orthofluorotoluene should have the same Fermi resonance

structure ât Ávç¡1 = $. Nitromethane provides an even better

example. Nitromethane has far fewer degrees of freedom and very

different mode frequencies compared to the methylbenzenes,

halotoluenes, and methyr heterocycles. ln particular, the methyl cH

stretching frequencies of nitromethane are much greater than most

other methyl rotor systems. The different state densities and mode

frequencies would seem to make it extremely unlikely for

nitromethane to have the same Fermi resonance structure as the
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FIGURE 12"7

Room temperature, gas phase, photoacoustic overtone spectrum of

the methyl avç¡1 = g region of 2 methylfuran. The spectrum was

acquired using 100 Torr of sample pressure in a 10 cm pathlength

gas cell.
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other methyl rotor systems studied. Despite the differences, a

central methyl peak is clearly present at the Âvcn > B overtone

regions of nitromethane (see Figure 12.9). Aside from the shift in

positon, the methyl overtone features of nitromethane are very

similar to the other low barrier methyl rotor molecules like toluene

and para substituted toluenes.

Based on the ÅvcH = 3 and 4 spectra of the methylbenzenes,

Gough and Henryt32 favoured assigning the central peak to

transitions originating from rotational levels above the torsional

barrier. McKean et alles and cavagnat and LascombeleT made similar

assignments in the fundamental CH stretching region of toluene

methylborontrifluoride and nitromethane. These authors suggested

that transitions originated from torsional states above the barrier

would give rise to an "averaged' methyl CH stretching peak. This

interpretation seems consistent with the observations at the avç¡1 =

3 and 4 spectra. However, at Âvcn = 5 the position of the central

peak varies slightly relative to the higher and lower energy peaks.

A systematic pattern observed in the fundamental and

overtone methyl cH stretching regions seems to indicate a
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Room temperature, gas phase, photoacoustic overtone spectrum of

the Âvç¡1 = g region of nitromethane. The spectrum was acquired

with 34 Torr of sample in a 10 cm pathlength gas cell.
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connect¡on between methyl torsion barrier height and the overall

contour of the methyr fundamentar and overtone regions. rn

particular, the intensity of the central methyl peak in the avç¡ _ 3 _

5 regions seems to depend on the ground state torsional barrier

height. ortho substituted toruenes, 2 methyrpyridine and the methyr

heterocycles have a smail centrar peak which onry becomes obvious

at the higher gas phase overtone regions. The central peak is much

more intense in morecures which have row barriers to internar

rotation' Molecules with very different structures and properties

but with simirar barrier heights dispray simirar methyr contours.

The five-membered aromatic heterocycre, N-methylpyrrore, has a

much lower torsional barrier2lT than the methylfurans and

methylthiophenes. Despite the structural similarities between N-

methylpyrrole and the methyl furans and thiophenes, the methyr

regions of N-methylpyrrole resemble those of low barrier methyl

rotor molecules (Figure 12.9).

Assigning the centrar peak as due to transitions originating

from rotational levels above the barrier means that the intensity of

the central peak is entirely temperature dependent. ln a rotationally
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FIGURE 12.9

Gas phase overtone absorption spectrum of N-methylpyrrole in the

avcs = 3 region. The spectrum was acquired at g8oc with a g.2s m

path length.
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cold sample, the central peak shourd disappear if the assignment is

correct. As mentioned previously, the low absorption cross-sections

of the overtone transitíons make supersonic expansion overtone

spectroscopy exceedingly difficult. No such spectra of methyl rotor

systems have been reported. ln a variable temperature Raman study

of selectively deuterated toluene in the solid phase, cavagnat and

Lascombe showed that the fundamental methyl CH stretching band

contour has a temperature dependence. A limited variable

temperature overtone study on liquid phase methylbenzenes and

halotoluenes gave similar resurts. Figures 12.10 and 12.11 show the

AvcH = 5 methyl region of toluene and Âvç¡1 = 3 and 4 regions of o_

bromotoluene recorded at various temperatures. The wider overtone

linewidths encountered in the liquid and solid phases add to the

spectral congestion. Despite the congestion, changes in the methyl

contours can be observed. The contour changes in Figures 12.10 and

12.11 are not dramatic because of the limited temperature range

covered in the study. However, the temperature dependence of the

methyl contours indicates a hot-band contribution to the intensity of

the overtone region. Although the methyl region is congested, the
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FIGURE 12.1 CI

Variable temperature liquid phase overtone absorption spectra of the

avcn = 5 methyl region of toruene. Bottom, middle and top traces

taken at 00c,2soc, and loooc with a 10 cm pathlength cell.
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FIGURE 12.11

Variable temperature liquid phase overtone absorption spectra of the

AvcH = 3 and 4 methyl regions of o-bromotoluene. The traces in the

order from bottom to top traces were respectively taken at Ooc,

2504,600C and 1280C with a 10 cm pathlength cell.
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intensiiy of the low energy peak relative to the other methyl peaks

appears to grow with increasing temperature. From the limited

variable temperature study it seems that the lower methyl overtone

peak has the greatest hot-band contribution to its intensity.

However the results cannot definitively reject the assignment of the

central band as a torsional hot-band.

The ÂvsH = g - 5 methyl overtone regions of a variety of methyl

rotor systems were investigated. The methyl CH stretching overtone

and fundamental features of these molecules could be divided into

two categories depending on whether the molecules had high or low

methyl torsional barrier heights. However, in the course of the study

a few very important exceptions were encountered. Sections iii and

iv discuss two of these exceptional systems and the implications of

these results on our overall interpretation of the methyl cH

stretching regions.
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¡ii) 2-Butyne, the Homogeneous Rotor Limit

Methyl rotor systems with row torsional barriers are of

primary interest in this study. The majority of the methyl rotor

molecules studied have been the subject of extensive microwave

spectroscopic investigations. From the torsional splittings in the

microwave spectrum, the one-dimensional torsional barrier in the

ground electronic and vibrational state can be accurately determined.

Most of the molecules involved in our study have ground state

barriers on the order of kr or lower. At room temperature these

systems are rapidly undergoing internal rotation. The vibrational

overtone spectra of a number of near "free-rotor" methyl molecules

were presented in the previous section. The methyl cH stretching

overtone regions of those low barrier molecules were all similar.

The avçH = 3 - 5 overtone regions consisted of three major peaks.

Here we report a near "free-rotor" system, 2-butyne

(dimethylacetylene)218, that does not display the three peak pattern

in the Åvç¡1 = 3 - 5 methyl overtone regions.

Figures 12.12 and 12.19 display the Avç¡1 = 3 - S overtone
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regions of 2-butyne. The spectra are dominated by a single band

which appears to have some unresolved substructure. The 2 butyne

spectra are similar to the spectra of neopentane or other

tetramethyl systems. This similarity occurs dispite the fact that

the molecules have very different ground state methyl torsional

barriers. Like the tetramethyl molecules, the high overtone spectra

of 2-butyne are consistent with zero order LM predictions. The three

equivalent oscillators of the isolated methyl groups give rise to a

single cH stretching overtone progression. At the resolution of

these spectra, the isolated methyl group approximation holds. The

methyl overtone spectra of propynels0 are nearly identical to the 2-

butyne spectra. ln the previous section, the two structurally similar

molecules, 2 methylfuran and N-methylpyrrole were compared.

Dispite their structural similarities, N-methylpyrrole behaved like

toluene and nitromethane while 2 methylfuran resembled the ortho

substituted toluenes. Why is there an apparent barrier dependence in

some systems and a structural dependence in others?

There is one very simpre expranation for the behaviour of z-

butyne. 2 Butyne is a double methyr top system with a linear,

acetylenic, frame. Any interaction between the tops would be
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FIGURE 12"12

Gas phase overtone absorption spectra of the AvcH = 3 and 4 regions

of 2 butyne. The room temperature spectra were taken with sample

pressures of 150 Torr. Pathlengths of 5.25 m and 8.2s m were used

at Avç¡¡ = 3 and 4 respectively.
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FtGt"fRE 12.'t3

Room temperature, gas phase, photoacoustic overtone spectrum of

the avç¡1 = g region of 2-butyne. The spectrum was acquired with

250 Torr of sample in a 10 cm pathlength gas cell.
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expected to show a dependence on the relative angle between them.

However, the length of the linear frame separating the tops is

sufficient to effectively isolate the tops from each other. As

already mentioned, there are no obvious features arising from the

interaction of the methyl rotors observed in the spectra. owing to

the symmetry of the frame with respect to the torsíonal axis of the

methyl group, any frame-top interaction will have no angular

dependence. Treating the methyl groups independently ignores any

angular variation in the methyl CH stretching parameters. ln the

homogeneous rotor limit, the methyl rotor experiences no varying

torsional hindering potential. To a good approximation, 2-butyne

behaves as a homogeneous rotor. Despite the rapid internal rotation,

the CH oscillators see a constant chemical environment. The methyl

CH stretching overtone spectra of both "rigid" neopentane and ,,non-

rigid" 2-butyne in the homogeneous limit would be the same. The

overtone spectra of both molecules can be successfully analysed in

terms of three equivalent weakly coupled anharmonic oscillators.
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iv') Line Narrowing in the Methyr overtone spectrum

Quite surprisingry, the avsH - 3 methyr overtone region of
2'3'5'6 tetrafruoro and 2,3,4,5,6 pentafruorotofuene are vasry
different from toruene, the monoharotoruenes, and the
methyrbenzenes. The spectra graphicaily íilustrate the subflety of
the nature of the interactions and dynamics at pray in the highry
vibratíonally excited states. The Avç¡1 = S spectra of 2,A,4,5,6
pentaff uorotoruene, 2,3,5,6 tetrafruorotoruene are presented in
Figure 12'14. The same region of 2,6 dichrorotoruene is presented in
Figure 12'15' Like toluene and para substituted toluenes, 2,g,4,s,6
pentafruorotoruene and 2,3,5,6 tetrafruorotoruenethe have six_ford
methyr torsionar barriers. six-ford barriers are typicaily very row,
Penner carcurates2l6 vo = 99 J mor-r for pentafruorotoruene using a
minimar sTo-gc basis set. schaefer and penng¡215 report sTo_3G
ve = 467 J mor-1 methyr torsíonar barrier for 2,6 dichrorotoruene.
Based on the spectra of toruene and the other row barrier toruene
molecures, three peaks are expected in the methyr overtone regíons.

Rather than having three distinct peaks in the methyr overtone
regíon, a progression of peaks is observed at ÂvsH = g. A sharp
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FIGURE 12.14

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectra of the Avç¡ = g region of

2,3,4,5,6 penta (bottom trace) and 2,S,S,6 tetra (top trace)

fluorotoluene. The spectra were taken at a sampre temperature of

600C and with a g.75 m pathlength gas cell.
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FIGURE 12.1 5

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectrum of the Avcu = S region of

2,6 dichlorotoluene. The spectrum was taken at a sample

temperature of 800c and with a 20.2s m pathlength gas cell.
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intense peak at around 84g7 cm-1 dominates the avcu = B methyl

region. To the high energy side of the sharp methyl feature there is a

series of decreasing intensity peaks. Absent from the overtone

spectrum of pentafluorotoluene, is the peak at ggTg cm-r in the

2,3,5,6 tetrafluorotoluene spectrum. This sharp peak is assigned as

the Ávç6 = 3 aryl cH stretching overtone. As observed in the

fluorobenzenes, fluoro substituents shift aryl overtone transitions

to higher energy. ln the tetrafluorotoluene, the aryl overtone is well

removed from the methyl cH stretching region. Aside from the aryl

overtone, the spectra of penta-fluorotoluene and 2,3,5,6

tetrafluorotoluene are similar. Although some of the fine structure

is still resolved in the spectrum of 2,6 dichlorotoluene, an emerging

three peak structure is clearly visible. The Âvç¡1 = 3 spectra of

2,3,4,5,6 pentrafluorotoluene, 2,9,s,6 tetrafluorotoluene, and 2,6

dichlorotoluene seem to represent a series. The penta and tetra

fluorotoluene spectra resemble that of 2 butyne. The behaviour of

2,6 dichlorotoluene approaches that observed in toluene and para

substituted toluenes.

The unusually narrow Âvcn = ! methyl overtone linewidths

encountered in the penta and tetra fluorotoluene spectra markedly
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reduce the congestion and permit fine structure in the methyl

overtone regions to be resolved. The series of peaks to the high

energy side of the main methyl peak is suggestive of a torsional

progression. Torsional progressions which resemble the avç¡1 = g

methyl structure are observed in the 51 e 56 fluorescence excitation

or REMPI spectra of cold toruene2o8 or p-fluorotoluens2o7,21B. such

an interpretation is appealing in that the spectrum can be understood

in terms of transitions between hindered rotor states of the

adiabatic vcH = 0 and vcH = 3 surfaces2le. W¡th sufficient resolution

to resolve the torsional structure the methyl torsional barrier height

in the vcH = 3 state(s) could be determined. lto and coworkers used

such a procedure to determine the sr methyl torsional barrier

heights in o-, m-, and p-fluorotoluen s202. Despite the appeal of such

an interpretation thls model was not explored in detail. The absence

of such a progression at ÂvsH = 2 ín the penta and tetra

fluorotoluenes, the limited data on these toluenes and the

differences between the family of toluenes makes the assignment of

the methyl regions uncertain. Higher overtone data and preferably

overtone data of cold methyl rotor molecules is essential for
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definitive assignments to be made in the avç¡1 > 3 overtone regions.

ln the penta and tetrafluorotoluenes and to a lesser extent in

2,6 dichlorotoluene there is a dramatic decrease in the overtone

linewidths at Ávç¡1 = 2 - 3. To the author's knowledge, such an

obvious substituent effect on overtone linewidths has not been

previously reported. Since sources of overtone linewidth are not

clearly established this observation is important. Having onry the

ÁvcH 2 - 3 overtone spectrar regions, one can only speculate on the

generality of the narrower overtone linewidths of the penta and

tetrafluorotoluenes. The narrow linewidths at Âvç¡1 2 - g may be

fortuitous in the sense that murtiple fruorine substitution may

detune these methyl overtones and nearby doorway states. ln

Chapter 11 Fermi resonant interactions could be tuned-in and out of

resonance through substitution. However, it also appears that an

interaction between methyl and aryl CH oscillators contributes to

the overtone linewidths. From the rimited spectroscopic data it is

difficult to determine whether again this interaction is through

nearby combinations involving ring cH bending modes or now the long

range CH stretch - stretch couplings are responsible. One indicator

that aryl - methyr cH stretch- stretch couprings may contribute to
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overtone rinewidth is avairabre from the comparison of the aryr
overtone rinewidths between 2,3,5,6 tetrafruorotoruene and 1,3,5
trimethyrbenzene or between the 2,5 dimethyrfuran and
2,5 dimethylthiophene. The aryl Ávcs = 2 _ S linewidths in the

fluorotoruenes are narrower than in the methyrbenzenes. Likewise
2,5 di-methyrfuran has narrower overtone rinewidths the z,s
dimethylthiophene' The aryl stretching frequencies relative to the
methyr frequencies are hígher in the fruorotoruenes and than the
methyrtoruenes. Likewise the frequency difference is greater in the
methyrfurans than the methyrthiophenes. The greater the energy
separation between the aryr and methyr stretching region at a g¡ven
overtone (at reast at Âvç¡1 = 2 - 3) the narrower the aryr and methyl

overtone rinewidths. Note that if stretch_stretch couprings are an
operative source of overtone rinewídth in the methyrtoruenes, the
substituent índuced frequency shift in tetrafruorotoruene is
sufficíent to effectívely decouple the aryl _ methyl interaction. The
similar methyr overtone rinewidths in the tetra and penta

fluorotoruenes can be cited as evidence for the effective decoupring.
The tetra and pentafruorotoruene crearry demonstrate that the

density of states in itserf does not dictate overtone rinewidths.
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Even in the lower overtone regions, state densities do not appear to

be the singular important factor in lVR. Another aspect that should

be noted is the limited effect of nearly free methyl rotation on

overtone linewidths. ln the low-lying levels of Sl, Parmenter and

coworkers218,220 demonstrated that free methyl rotation has an

enormous effect on IVR rates. ln the similar molecules, p-

difluorobenzene and p-fluorotoluene, methyl internal rotation was

considered responsible for the IVR rates in p-fluorotoluene to be two

orders of magnitude greater than in p-difluorobenzene. lf the

overtone linewidths are primarily homogeneously broadened at

Avsp = $, methyl torsion appears to play little role in the CH

stretching overtone IVR rates in any of the toluenes studied. ln a

density of states argument this is hard to rationalize. However, if

one considers the initial stages of IVR to be more mode specific then

the varying effectiveness of methyl torsion as an accelerating group

for lvR is understandable. The high frequency cH stretching modes

do not efficiently couple to the low frequency methyl torsion

(adiabatic separation of fast and slow motion). Methyl torsion

states or states built on the methyl torsion act as very poor "door-

way" states for the bright overtone states. On the other hand, the
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modes which dominate the low lying sr vibronic spectrum interact

more strongly with the methyl torsion and hence the methyl rotor is

a highly effective accererator of lvR in this region. Direct

dynamical studies of the methyl rotor mediated lvR in the mid-

infrared would be of interest to see if differences in IVR rates and

hence IVR mechanisms exist between Sl and So.
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v.) Ïhe Av6¡1 = 2 Results and Conclusion.

The fundamentals and the intermediate and high overtones of

methyl rotor systems have been discussed. lnformation from the

first methyl overtone has been curiously absent in this discussion

and other studies. As discussed in chapter 11 , interoscillator

coupling leads to degeneracy splittings and intense combinations

which complicate the Avcu = 2 region. Most of the features in the

ÂvcH = 2 region of the methyl substituted furans and thiophenes

could be understood in terms of a rigid methyl group of local c2u

symmetry. The avcs = 2 region of neopentane and similar molecules

have been analysed assuming a rigid c3y methyl group. A careful re_

examination of the spectra and the spectra of other methyl rotor

systems reveals some inadequacies in both approaches. These

inadequacies probably stem from the breakdown of the assumption of

a rigid methyl group.

Unlike the hígh overtones, the Avcu = 2 methyl regions are

remarkably similar for ail the methyr rotor systems studied. Figure

12.16 compares the Av6¡1 = 2 spectra of toluene and the
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methyltoluenes. Only subtle differences exist between the spectra.

The relative intensíty of the methyr overtone at = s760 cm-1 to the

high energy shoulder (= s8i0 cm-r) is greater in o-xylene than the

other xylenes. ln addition, the aryl and methyl features are

somewhat sharper in o-xylene than the other methyltoluenes. ln the

toluenes and xylenes, the methyl substitutent effect on the aryl

oscillators shifts the aryl overtone transitions into the methyl CH

stretch-stretch ÂvcH = 2 combination region leading to increased

congestion in that region. The congestion is considerably reduced in

the 2,3,5,6 tetrafluorotoluene spectrum. once again, narrower

linewidths are observed in the tetra and pentafluorotoluene spectra

compared to the methylbenzenes. Figure 12.1T compares the avç¡¡ = |
spectrum of p-xylene to 2,3,5,6 tetrafluorotoluene. At avcu = 2 the

relative decrease in the overtone linewidths of the fluorotoluenes is

not as dramatic as that observed ât Avçs = g. At Av6¡1 = 2, 2_bulyne

has much narrower linewidths than the toluenes. Figure 12.18

compares the avç¡1 = 2 spectra of 2-butyne and pentafluorotoluene.

The narrow Avcs = 2 linewidths reveal splittings and structure not

resolved in the other spectra. The additional information present in

the 2-butyne spectrum provides insight into the more congested
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FIGURE 12.16

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectra of the Avç¡1 = I region of
(from boftom to top) toluene, o-xylene, m-xyrene, and p-xyrene. The
spectra were recorded at 60oc and with a 2.75 m pathrength gas ceil.
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FIGURE 12.17

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectra of the AvcH = 2 region of

2,3,5,6 tetrafluorotoluene (bottom trace) and p-xylene (top trace).

The spectra were recorded at 60oc and with a 2.75 m pathlength gas

cell.
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FIGURE .I2.18

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectra of the Avcu = 2 region of

2,3,4,5,6 pentafluorotoruene (top trace) and 2-butyne (bottom

trace). The pentafluorotoluene spectrum was recorded at 60oc with

a 5.25 m pathlength gas ceil. The 2-butyne spectrum was recorded

with 150 torr of sample at room temperature wíth a cell pathlength

of 5.25 m.
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spectra of the other molecules.

The AvçH à 3 overtone regions of 2-butyne are similar to those

of neopentane. The Åvç¡1 = 2 - S spectra of neopentane have been

analysed in terms of isolated methyl groups of local Cso symmetry.

The avcH = 2 spectra of neopentane-dg and 2-butyne are given in

Figure 12.19. ln the c3y analysis, the peak at = 5910 cm-r is

unassigned. ln both the rigid C3y ând C2y treatments, the low energy

peak at between 5650 - 5750 cm-l remains unaccounted for. Both of

these peaks are associated with the methyl groups. Their intensity

grows with the number of methyl substituents (see Figure 12.16).

The 2-butyne spectrum reveals extensive structure between 5650

5750 cm-1. similar structure is revealed in the weak high energy

band at = 6000 cm-1. The row and high energy bands may be a part of

a torsional progression or torsional hotband progression. The two

doublets centered at =sg2s and =57gs cm-1 correspond to the Ar, E

combination and overtone transitions respectively in the csu

analysis. These doublets dominate the spectrum.

The relative magnitude of the doublet splittings between the

combination and overtone transitions can be accounted for in the Csv
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FTGURE'r2.'t9

Gas phase, overtone absorption spectra of the AvcH = 2 region of

neopentane-de (bottom trace) and 2-butyne (top trace). The room

temperature spectrum of neopentane was acquired with a sample

pressure of 435 Torr and a o.TS m pathlength gas cell. The 2-butyne

.spectrum was recorded with 150 Torr of sample at room

temperature with a cell pathlength of S.2S m.
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analys¡s. Figure 12.20 sketches the czv and csv methyr vcH = 2

energy level diagrams. The splittings are also understandable within

ã Czv analysis. ln the Cev treatment the lower energy component of

the combination doublet is assigned as the lt I ) lO) combination the

higher energy component to the unresolved lto)* lt) combination.

The C2y analysis can also account for the peak at = 5910 cm-1 as the

loo ¡ I e ) overtone. ln the higher barrier methyl rotor systems

where nonequivalence of the methyr oscillators is expected, a

progression involving the s810 cm-r peak can be identified in the

ÂvcH - 2 - 5 regions. The intensity of the transitions associated

with this progression and the quality of the Birge-Sponer fit is

indicative of an overtone progression. As discussed in chapter 1 1,

the Âv6s > 3 overtone regions of the methyl substituted furans and

thiophenes are better understood in terms of a czv methyl group

symmetry. ln the same vein, the C3y analysis of neopentane or 2-

butyne is much more appropriate at the higher overtones. At ÂvsH = 2

neither analysis seems to be totally correct. However, the spectra

of all the methyl rotor systems appear to be better described by the

Cz, methyl group symmetry.
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FtG{.,rRE 12"20

Energy level diagram of the v = 2 methyl CH stretching states given

by a c3v ând c2v intramanifold, one-bond, harmonic coupling

extension of the LM moder. The cgv LM methyr osciilator frequency

and anharmonicity parameters were obtained from the fit to the

neopentane overtone progressio¡5176, ol = 3040 cm-1 x = 5g.1 cm-1

and the effective intramanifold coupling was obtained from the

fundamental degeneracy splittingrze, c = 1 4.7 cm-1. The zero order

Czu parameters were obtained from the 3 methylthiophene overtone

progressions, oip = 3069 cm-1 Xip = 60.6 cm-1 and ú)op = gOS0 Cm-1 Xop

= 63.3 cm-1. The predicted g-21G effective intramanifold,

interoscillator coupling parameters c¡p,op = -23.65 cm-1 and coo,op = _

18.56 cm-1 were used in the analysis.
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The Åvç¡1 = 2 spectra of the methyr rotor systems crearly

identifies one of the main sources of confusion regarding the

assignment and interpretation of the methyl overtones. The

assignment of the progression associated with the sg10 cm-1 peak

as an overtone progression requires acknowledging the

conformational nonequivalence of the methyl CH oscillators through

the angular dependence of the oscillator frequencies and

interoscillator couplings. ln the limit of an infinite barríer to

internal rotation, the rigid methyr group is described by a local cz,

symmetry. At the other limit, the homogeneous rotor limit, methyl

CH oscillators see a constant chemical environment. Oscíllator

frequencies and couplings have no angular dependence. ln this limit

the methyl cH stretching overtone regions can be analysed assuming

a local cgv methyl group symmetry. ln this light, it is not surprising

that neither analysis rigorously applies. The molecules represeni an

intermediate case between the rigid molecule limits. However,

since most of the molecules studied have relatively low barriers to

internal rotation, one might expect the spectra to be more closely

described by the homogeneous rotor limit. This does not appear to be

the case. Even very smail barriers to internal rotation seem to
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contribute to the structure of the methyl overtone regions.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

The diverse nature of the work presented in this thesis does

not lend itself to an enlightening, concise summary. The work, as

presented, partitions into three major sections. The first main

section deals with the construction of an intracavity dye laser

photoacoustic spectrometer. The exhaustive detail of this section

was deliberately aimed to provide enough information to enable one

to build or extend the capablilities of a similar instrument. ln our

case, the enhanced sensitivity of photoacoustic based methods over

conventional absorption spectroscopy provides access to the

previously inaccessible very weak overtone regions. The

photoacoustic spectrometer detailed in part B has at least one to

two orders of magnitude increased sensitivity over the

instrumentation previously employed in our laboratory.

The second major section of this thesis concerns the aryl cH

stretching overtone spectra of s-membered aromatic heterocycres.

At the outset of the study, it was expected that the aryl overtones of

these molecules would behave like those of the substituted benzenes.
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lndeed at a qualitative level many similarities are noted. Similar

substituent effects and the qualitative inverse frequency

bondlength relationship are observed. However, the quantitative

bondlength - frequency correlation developed from the fundamental

and overtone CH stretching data of other molecules does not apply to

the aromatic heterocycles. The breakdown of the correlation arises

from the unusual frequency - anharmonicity ratios encountered in

the aromatic heterocycles.

The overtone spectra of the aromatic heterocycles present

other features not readily explained by simple local mode models. At

Avç¡1={ the two overtones of furan seem to coalesce. The

coalescence can be explained in terms of the Fermi resonance

interaction between the CH stretching overtone and a combination

built on the next lower CH stretching overtone and the overtone of a

Iower frequency mode of furan. The perturbations in the thiophene

spectrum ât Âvç¡1= 3 and 4 are more difficult to explain. These

perturbations behave like two-state Fermi resonances highly

sensitive to the zero order energy match between the interacting

states. An assignment of the interacting dark state is not apparent

from the available thiophene force field data.
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ln the third section the methyr overtone regions of various

methyl containing molecules are examined. chapter 11 of this

section specifically deals with the methyl overtone regions of

methyl substituted furans and thiophenes. These molecules have

relatively high barriers to the internal rotation of the methyl group.

Like other high barrier methyl systems, most of the features in the

methyl cH stretching overtone regions can be explained by

considering the methyl rotor as being fixed in its minimum energy

conformation. ln the methylfurans and methylthiophenes fixing the

methyl group results in the in-plane and out-of-plane methyl

oscillators becoming distinguishable. Acknowredging the

conformational distinguishablity of the oscillators proves quite

successful. Using the simple linear dipole approximation and the

intramanifold harmonic coupling extension of the local mode model,

the relative methyl CH stretching overtone - combination energies

and intensities are reasonably well predicted. lntensity predictions

improve considerably for the Âvç¡1=l region if the full harmonic

coupling model is employed. The ground state mixing contribution to

the intensities was cited as the reason for the improvement in the

predicted intensities.
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chapter 12 compares the overtone spectra of low and high

barrier methyl rotor systems. The high methyl overtone regions

Áv6¡1>3 of toluene and its substituents as well as many other

molecules appear to be dependent on methyl torsional barrier height.

There is a strong central peak in the methyl region of low barrier

molecules which is virtually absent from the spectra of high barrier

molecules. By studying a number of methyl rotor systems over a

wide energy range it was hoped to determine the origin of this

central peak. Although a definitive assignment of the central peak

from the spectroscopic data was not possible, several intriguing

results were discovered. Despite the very low barrier, 2-butyne

behaved much more like the high barrier neopentane than toluene.

The Âvç¡l=g regions of 2,3,5,6 tetra and 2,3,4,5,6 penta fluorotoluene

display drastically reduced overtone linewidths with no obvious

central peak. The reduced overtone linewidths enable the methyl

torsional progression to be observed at this overtone. The broad

three peak structure begins to re-emerge in the spectrum of

2,6 dichlorotoluene at this region. These intriguing results suggest

that the central methyl peak is not simply due to the rotational

"averaged" methyl oscillators.
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At Âvç¡1=2 the methyr overtone regions of a, the methyr rotor
systems studied rook remarkabry simirar. This is quite unexpected
considering the behaviour at the higher overtones. Neither the cev
nor the c3u rigid methyr group anarysis is entirery satisfactory at
avç¡1=l' clearly more work is required to understand this overtone

region and the behaviour of the methyf overtone regions in generar.

supersonic jet studies of cord, isorated morecures wourd be very
useful.

The reader of this thesis has probabry noticed that the work
raises more questions than it attempts to answer. Some of these
questions rie at the heart of investigations of highry excited
vibrational states' Refinements in vibrational descriptions rike the
locar mode moder require high resorution spectra without extensive
congestion' Now such spectra can really only be obtained for small
molecures' Even fewer morecures rend themserves to supersonic
beam expansion spectroscopy. High resorution smail morecure

spectra are providing insight into the rore of Fermi interactions in
the XH-stretching overtone regions and even the importance of
anharmonic interoscitator coupring. However, it is uncertain
whether this informatíon can be generarized to poryatomic systems.
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systems. Extrapolating from the small to the large molecule limit

seems particularly uncertain when discussing the dynamical aspects

of overtone spectroscopy.

The application of time resolved methods to study overtone

dynamics represents another major challenge in this field. with

time resolved methods, unrike using line width data, one obtains

direct dynamical information. with temporal data, the issue of

inhomogeneous overtone linebroadening contributions can be

bypassed. Technically and financíally the femtosecond time scale

still represents a challenge. Besides this challenge there is the

problem that the experimental method for studying rapid overtone

IVR is not established. The hígh energy vibrational states are not

emissive. Therefore time-resolved fluorescence methods which are

now so well developed cannot be directly applied. Up-conversion and

sEP (stimulated emission pumping) methods appear to be much less

promising than initially thought. Aside from some of the major

technical problems associated with up-conversion and sEp,

disentangling the effects of the various states which are radiatívely

coupled in these experiments may prove to be the most formidable

obstacle facing these experiments.
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For the theorist, the challenges in vibrational overtone

spectroscopy are abundant. Superior model Hamiltonians for the

description of the vibrational motion of polyatomic molecules are

required. work in this area seems to be progressing toward

expressing the full kinetic energy operator in optimally separable

coordinate systems. Vibrational dynamics particularly in the regime

of the quasi-continuum presents a challenging problem. The problem

becomes even more difficult ¡f the electronic - vibrational coupling

in strong radiation fields is considered. A model of this latter form

is required to understand sEP and other rerated phenomena.

The field of vibrational overtone spectroscopy is a very active

area in which some of the fundamental questions still remain

unanswered. lt is hoped that this thesis represents a small

contribution to this field.
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Appendix 1

Listing of the photoacoustic instrument control program.

commodore Basic program to control pAS spectrometer

1O REM SET PET TO GRAPHICS h/ODE
20 POKE 59468,12
30 SU%=0:REM tNtTtALtZE SET-UP VARTABLE
40 REM SET.UP FLUKE DMMS
50 Qo$="1244 LOCK-tN':e1g="1284 LOCK-tN':e2g='pOWER METER "60 R0$="96 AUTORANGE":R1g='R1 0-200 MV':R2$="R2 O_Z V,70 R3g='R3 O-2O V':R4$='R4 0-200 V':RS$='R5 0_1OOO V,80 S0E="56 SLOW ':S1g='S1 MEDIUM ':S2g='g2 p4g¡ ,
90 B0$=Q0$:81$=Q2$:82$=RS$:83$=R t $:84$=S1 g:B5g=S1 g

100 pRtNT cHRg(147):REM OLEAR SOREEN AND pRtNT TITLES AND HEADtNcs
1 1O PRINT
1 20 PRINT TAB(18)' PHOTOACOUSTIC DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM'
130 PRINT
1 40 PR INT TAB(1 8)"rûrtú*tÈt**rÊirrrr*ÈaÉi**r*a{**rrrn*,
150 PRINT:PR|NT TAB(32)' MA|N MENU,
160 PRINT
1 70 pRtNT TAB( 1 9)"MOTOR CONTRO1............. "spc(g)"1 "
180 pRtNT TAB(1g).DATA tNpuT sET-Up ROUT|NE.'SÞC1S¡"2'
190 pRtNT TAB(1o)"DATA coLLEcloN............spc(g)"g;'
200 pRtNT TAB(1 9)'QUtT.......................spc(9)"4.
21 0 PRINT:PRINT:PR|NT'ENTER COMMAND NUMBER"
220 INPUT 81%
230 REM PROCESS COMMAND 81%
24O lF B1o/"=4 GOTO 380
250 tF (B1olo>4)OR(81%<1) GOTO 350
260 REM BRANCH TO PROPER SUBPROGRAM
270 0N 81% cosuB 70oo,5oo,5ooo
280 PRTNT cHR$(147)
330 GOTO 120
340 REM ERROR IN COMMAND NUMBER INPUT
350 PRINT:PRINT "ERROR tN COM¡VíAND NUMBER, RE-ENTER,
360 GOTO 180
370 REM IF 81Ol"=Q TERMINATE PROGRAM
380 END
390 REM
4 0 0 R E M È i t t t t + ti i t i È È i i * * Ê * r +* i * * r + * r * * * * * * * * r * r * * * ** r ** * a * * t
410 REM
420 REM SUBROUTTNE: SET-Up
430 REM
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440 REM
450 REM
460 REM
470 REM
480 REM
490

THIS ROUTINE INITIALIZES THE PARAMETERS REQUIRED FOR A
PHOTOACOUSTIC SCAN. ONCE THE INITIAL PARAMETERS
HAVE BEEN SPECIFIED BYTHE USER, DATA COLLECTION,
MANIPUI-ATION, AND sroRAGE ARE OARRIED our AUTOMAT|OALLY.

REM t*t*û4È*tÉ**Þ***rrrlrÞt4r

s00 pRtNT cHRg(1a7):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(91), sET_up RouTtNE "
510 REM
520 REM SET THE DEFAULT STEP.SIZE AND SCAN DIRECTION PARAMETERS
530 Mo%=49:sr%=2:Dlolo1:REM HALF-srEp, HtGH To Low ENERGY scAN
532 REM
540 PRINT:PRINT TAB(39)' LASER DYES "
550 PRINT:PRINTTAB(25)"DCM (600_700NM)"SpC(s)1
s60 pRtNT TAB(2s)"R6c (s65-640 NM)'SpC(s)2
570 pRtNT TAB(25)'R110 (s3s_590 NM).SpC(s)3
s80 pRtNT TAB(25)'MD631 (590_670 NM)"SpC(5)4
s90 pRtNT TAB(25)"py2 (680_840 NM)'Spc(s)s
600 pRtNT TAB(25)'S9M (8so_960 NM)"Spc(s)6
610 PRINT:PRINT TAB(25)"ËSCAPE "Sp0(s)g
620 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER DyE NUMBER: ";B?,h
630 lF B2y"=8 GOTO 1500
640 0N 82% GOSUB 3ooo,3100,3200,3300,3400,3500,3600
642 REM
644 REM SET.UP STEPPER MOTOR PARAMETERS
646 REM
650 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER STEP-StZE (F,H) FULL OR HALF: .;SSg
660 lF SS$='H" THEN STo/o=!;[r¡lQ7o=49
670 lF SS$='F" THEN ST%=1 :MOyo=ST
680 PRINT:INPUT'ENTER NUMBER oF srEps pER porNT:.;spo/o
690 PRINT:PRINT'scAN DtREcÏoNs Low-HlcH (L), HtGH-Low (H) ENERGY,
700 INPUT "ENTER SCAN D|RECT|ON (L,H):';SD$
71O lF SD$='¡1' THEN Dl"/"=1
720 lF SD$='¡' THEN D|%=0:MO%=MO%-16
722REM
724REM SET-UP BIREFRINGENT FILTER SCAN RANGE
726 REM
730 PRINT CHR$(147):PRINT:PRINT TAB(3S)DY$
740 pRtNT TAB(30)"BtREFRtNGENT ANGLES.
750 PfllNT TAB(20)" MtN"SpC(s)NA;SpC(fs), MAX.Spc(s)XA
760 PRINT:PRtNT TAB(32)'WAVELENGTHS (A),
770 p€tNT TAB(20)' MtN'SFC(5)NW;SpC(10¡; nlRx"sec(s)xw
780 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER INITIAL BIREFRINGENT FILTERS bCTTITC.;NI
790 PRINT:INPUT'ENTER FTNAL BTREFRTNGENT FTLTER sETT|NG';AF
800 tF (At<NA)oR(At>xA)coTo 14Oo
810 tF (Dt%=l)AND(AF<AI) coTo 14sO
820 tF (D|%=0)AND(AF>AI) coTo 14sO
830 tF (AF<NA)OR(A|>XA) GOTO 1400
832 REM
834 REM CALCUI.ATE WAVELENGTHS OF SCAN
836 REM
840 Wl=C0+C1*Al+C2*Al^2+C3"Al^3+C4.Al^4
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850 WF=CO+C1.AF+C2" AF^2+CB"AF^3+C4*AF^4
860 PRINT:PRINT TAB(20)" STARTING WAVELENGTH"SPc(8)INT(WI)" A'
870 PRINT:PRINT TAB(20)" FTNAL WAVELENGTH'SPO(11)tNT(wF)" A"
872 REM
874 REM CALCULATE INIT. ANGLE, NUMBER OF DATA POINTS AND STEPS
876 REM
880 S1 %=lNT(ABS(At-AF).800).ST%
890 At%=tNT(At"1000)
900 DP%=s1y"/sPy"
910 PRINT:PRINT TAB(20)' NUMBER oF srEps tN scAN"spc(s)s1%
920 PRTNT TAB(20). NUMBER OF DATA pOtNTS .SpC(s)Dp%
930 PRINT:PRINT:PRtNT'HtT ANy KEy TO CONTTNUE SET_Up"
940 cET B$:lF B$='" THEN 940
942 REM
992 REM
1 000 pRtNT cHRg(1a7):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(32).SET-up coNTtNUED,
1010 PRINT:PRINT TAB(24)' DtctrAL MULTTMETER (DMM) coNTRoL.
1 020 PRINT:PRINT TAB(30)"DEFAULT DMM PARAMETERS,
1030 PRINT TAB(24)'CHANNEL g.SpC(11)'CHANNEL 10,:pRtNT
1040 PRINT TAB(5)"MON|TORS :,SpC(6)80$SpC(8)81$
10s0 PRINT TAB(5)"VOLT RANGE :"SpC(6)B2$Spc(s)83$
1060 PRINT TAB(5)'A/D SpEED :"SpC(6)Ba$SpC(s)Bs$
1070 PRINT:PRINT'TO RETATN THESE SETT|NGS, ENTER R"
1080 PRINT:INPUT "TO CHANGE SETT|NGS ENTER M,V,A : ,;B$
1090 lF B$="M'THEN GOSUB 1Z0O
1100 lF B$="V'THEN GOSUB lgOO
1 '1 10 lF B$='A' THEN GOSUB 17SO
1120 lF B$="R' GOTO 1140
1130 pRtNT CHR$(147):GoTo 101o
1132 REM
1134 REM sET uP coMtvtAND srRtNGs FoFì DtctrAL MULTTMETERS
1136 REM
1 1 40 C0$=LEFTg(829,2)+LEFT$(84$,2)+"T2"
1 1 s0 ct $=LEFT$(83$,2)+LEFT$(85g,2)+'T2,
1152 REM
1154 REM SETUP DISK-DRIVË YO
1156 REM
1160 pRtNT cHRg(1a7):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(31)" DtsK F|LE coNTRoL,
1170 PRINT:INPUT "Do you WANT To sroRE pAs DATA oN DtsK?: ";Zg:pRlNT
1180 lF Z$='N' GOTO 12gO
1 1e0 INPUT "ENTER NAME oF spEcrRUM (wtrHour AN EXTENT|ON)";Z$
1200 lF LEN(Z$)>12 THEN pRrNT'NAME Too LONG, RE-":Goro 1050
1202 REM DISKFILES TO BE OPENNED ARE DO$ AND D1$ ON DRIVE 1

1 21 O D0$="1 :'+Z$+'.SPE,S,W':D1 $=.1 :'+Z$+'. BKG,S,W'
1212 REM SET DISK I/O FI-AG TRUE
1220 DD"/"=-1
1222 REM
1224REM SETUP LOCKIN TIME CONSTANT
1226 REM
1230 PRINT:PRINT:PRtNT TAB(ss)" LOCK-tN CONTROL"
1232 REM
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1234 REM SET-UP CONSTANT MULTIPLIERS FOR DMM DATA
1240 tF LEFT$(829,2)="RI " THEN 21=1000000:coro 1280
1250 lF LEFT$(B2$,2)=,R2" THEN 21=10000:GOTO 12go
1260 lF LEFT$(82$,2)='R3" THEN 21=1000:GOTO .t280
1270 lF LEFT$(82$,2)="R4" THEN 21=1ss
1280 lF LEFT$(B3$,2)='R1' THEN Z2=1000000:GOTO 1330
1290 lF LEFT$(B3$,2)=,R2, THEN Z2=10000:GOTO 1330
1300 lF LEFT$(B3$,2)='R3" THEN Z2=1000:GOTO 1330
1310 lF LEFT$(B3$,2)="R4" THEN Z2=1OO:GOTO 1330
1320 21=1O:22=1O
1324 REM SET LOCK-IN TIME CONSTANT
1326 REM
1330 PRINT:INPUT'ENTER LONGEST LocK-tN TtME coNsrANT (sEC) :";TC
1332 REM
1340 GOTO 1500
1392 REM
1394 REM
1396 REM
1400 PRINT CHR$(147):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(37), ERROR"
1410 PRINT:PR|NT TAB(27)"OUT OF RANGE OF DyE: ,;Dy$
1420 PRINT:GOTO 760
1 4s0 PRINT CHR$(147):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(97)' ERROR"
1460 PRINT:PRINT TAB(22)"MOTOR STEPPING IN oPPoSITE DIREOTION"
1470 PRINT:GOTO 760
15OO RETURN
1692 REM
1 6 94 R E M I I tl it I t I t t i t * * t t t t t rrr à r r râ * i i r r * r r r * rr r * r * + i * r * * *
1696 REM
1698 REM
1 700 pRtNT CHRg(1a7):pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(28)"vALtD DEVtcEs MoNtToRED.
1701 Z$="N'
1702 PRINT:PRtNT TAB(1O)'MODEL 124A LocK-tN AMpLtFtER'spc(s)1
1704 PRINT TAB(10)'MODEL 128A LOCK.IN AMPLIFIER"SPC(5)2
1706 PRINT TAB(1o)"MODEL 210 PYRO. POWER METER "SEi1S¡S:ENIIIT
1708 INPUT'ENTER CHANNEL NUMBER (9-10) : ";BZ/o
1709 lF (82r"<9)oR(82%>i o) THEN pRrNT'rNcoRREcr cH., RE-";:Goro 1 708
1710 INPUT 'ENTER VALTD DEVTCE NUMBER : "i}syo
171 1 lF(83%<1)oR(Bg%>g)THEN pRrNT "TNVALID DEVTOE , RE-";:Goro 1710
1716 REM
17 18 lF (B,2%=9)AND(B3%=1 )THEN B0$=e0$
1720 tF (B,2%=9)AND(83%=2)THEN B0$=Q1 $
1 7 22 tF (B,2%=9)AND(83%=3)TH EN B0$=Q2$
1724 REM
1726 tF (B,2%=1 O)AND(83%=1 )THEN 81 g=qeE
17 28 tF (B,2%=1 0)AND(83%=2)THEN 81 $=Q1 $
1730 lF (B,2/"=1 0)AND(B3%=3)THEN B1 $=e2$
1732 tF Z$='Y" GOTO 1745
1734 PRINT:INPUT'Do you WANT To OHANGE THE orHER OHANNEL? ,;Z$
1736 lF Z$='N' GOTO 174S
1738 PRINT:INPUT "ENTER DEVTOE # FoR sEcoND CHANNEL:';Bs%
17 40 IF(82%=9)THEN BZI,=1O:GOTO 1 726
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1742 lF(B.2%=1 o)THEN B2%=9:GOTO 1 71 I
1744 REM
1 745 RETURN
i 7s0 pRtNT cHRg(147):pRtNT:pRlNT TAB(28)"VALID tuD coNvERStoN spEEDS"17s2 pRtNT:pRtNT TAB(25)'SLOW (39s MSTCONV)'SPC(10)1
17s4 pRtNT TAB(2s)"MEDtUM (4s MS/CONV)"SpCig)e
1756 pRtNT TAB(25)"FAST ( 7 MS/CONV)"SPC11r ja'
1758 Z$='N":PRINT
1760 INPUT'ENTER CHANNEL NUMBEH (9,1o) !;Fl2/"
1762 PRINT:tNpUT'ENTER CONVERSTON SPEED NO. :";83%
1764 lF(B,2%=9)AND(BS%=1 )THEN B4$=S0$:GOTO 1 7go
1766 lF(B,2%=9)AND(BS%=2)THEN B4g=S1 $:GOTO 1 780
1 7 68 lF (BZ,/"=9)AN D(BS%=S)TH EN B4$=S2$:GOTO 1 7Bo
1770 lF(B,2%=10)AND(83%=1 )THEN BS$=S0$:GOTO 1 7go
1776 lF(B,2/"=10)AND(83%=2)THEN B5g=S1$:GOTO 1 780
1778 lF(Bz%=10)AND(B3%=3)THEN BS$=S2$:GOTO 1 7Bo
1779 PRINT "ERROR RE-';:GOTO 1760
1780 lF Z$='Y"GOTO 1790
1782 PRINT:INPUT "Do you WANT To OHANGE THE orHER OHANNEL ";Zg
1784 lF Z$=.N' GOTO 1790
1786 lF B2o/"=9 THEN B2%=1O:GOTO 1762
1788 lF B2/o=10 THEN B2%=9:GOTO 1762
1790 RETURN
1792 REM
1794 REM
1796 REM
2950 REM
2960 REM DYE CALIBRATION ROUTINES
2970 REM
2980 REM **.* DCM SUBROUTINE rr*r
2990 REM COEFFICIENTS FOR FTTTING POLYNOMIAL
3000 C0=7239.995:C1 =-1 gjg.2gz
3010 C2=380.000 :CS=-44.216869:C4=2. 176426
3O2O REM IUAXIMUM AND MINIMUM BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3030 XA=10.5:NA=5.0
3O4O REM MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM WAVELENGTH
3050 XW=7142:NW=S966
3060 DY$=' DCM.
3O7O RETURN
3O8O REM **** R6G SUBROUTINE 4r*+

3æO REM COEFFICIENTS FOR FITTING POLYNOMIAL
3100 C0=5325.434: C1 =-21.24076g
31 10 C2=42.62575O: CS=-2.724g04: C4=0.012256
3120 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3130 XA=7.25:NA=3.5
3140 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3150 XW=6476.0:NW=5660.S
3160 DY$=" R6G"
31 70 RETURN
3180 REM *I** RH1lO SUBROUTINE OOO*

3190 REM COEFFICIENTS
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3200 C0=0.0: C1=0.0
321O C2=0.0: C3=0.0: C4=O.O
3220 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3230 XA=4.75.NA-2.75
3240 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3250 XW=5913:NW=5566
3260 DY$=" RH1lO'
3270 RETURN
3280 REM N**" MD631 SUBROUTINE È*rr

3290 REM COEFFICIENTS
3300 C0=0.0: C'l=0.0
3310 C2=0.0: C3=0.0: C4=0.0
3320 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3330 XA=20.0:NA=0.0
3340 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3350 XW=9999.0:NW=O.0
3360 DY$=' MD631'
3370 RETURN
3380 REM '**" PY2 SUBROUTINE rr*È

3390 REM COEFFICIENTS
3400 C0=0.0: C1=0.0
3410 C2=0.0: C3=0.0: C4=O.O
3420 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3430 XA=10.75'N A=2.75
3440 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3450 XW=5913:NW=SS66
3460 DY$=' PY 2 "
3470 RETURN
3480 REM r*rr S 9 M SUBROUTINE """"
3490 REM COEFFICIENTS
3500 C0=0.0: Cl=O.O
3510 C2=0.0: C3=0.0: C4=O.O
3520 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3530 XA=f 2.0:NA=O.0
3540 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3550 XW=9999.0:NW=0.0
3560 DY$='sgM E

3570 RETURN
3590 REM *.** È*fû

3590 REM COEFFICIENTS
3600 C0=0.0: C1=O.O
3610 C2=0.0: C3=0.0: C4=9.9
3620 REM MAX. AND MIN. BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLES
3630 XA=12.0:NA=0.0
3640 REM MAX. AND MIN. WAVELENGTH
3650 XW=9999.0:NW=O.0
3660 DYg=' i
3670 RETURN
3680 REM
49OO REM
4910 R E M ** ** ***É*tt**irrr irrûÊ *{r *r*+r * i* ** i** *+ È ** * i*r* r** *
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4920 REM
4930 REM DATA COLLECTION SUBROUTINE
4940 REM
4950 REM THIS SUBROUTINE æLLECTS DATA FROM DMM'S ON CHANNELS 94960 REM AND 1 O, STEPS THE STEPPER MOTOR, AND STORES THE DATA ON DISK-4970 REM
4980 REM FILES DO$ A D1$ ACCORDING TO THE SET.UP PROCEDURE.
4990 REM
s000 pRtNT cHRg(1a7):pRtNT:pRlNT TAB(so)" p.A. DATA coLLEcTtoN,
5O1O REM
5O2O REM OPËN DMM CHANNELS A PRINT COMMAND STRING
5O3O REM
5040 OPEN 2,9:pRtNT# 2,C0$
5050 OPEN 3,1O:PR|NT# g,C1g
5060 REM
5O7O REM OPEN DISKFILES IF NECESSARY
5O8O REM
s090 tF NoT DD% coTo s21o
5100 PRINT:PR|NT "|NSERT DATA DTSKETTE |NTO DRTVE 1"
sl10 PRINT:PR|NT'Hrr ANy KËy ro BEGrN DATA coLLEcïoN"
5120 cET B$:tF Bt=" THEN 5120
5130 REMOPEN DISKFILES
s140 |F(80$=Q0$)AND(81$<>eo$)THEN opEN 4,8,2,Do$:opEN s,B,g,D1$:Goro 52105150 lF(81$=Q0$)AND(B0$<>Q0$)THEN opEN 4,8,2,,D1$:opEN 5,8,3,D0g:Goro 5210
51 60 lF(80$=Q1$)AND(B1g=e2g)THEN OPEN 4,8,2,D0g:OpEN s,8,3,D1$:GOTO 5210s170 lF(81$=Q1$)AND(80$=Q2$)THEN OPEN 4,g,2.,D1$:OpEN 5,8,3,Dog:GOTO s2105180 REM
5190 REM CLEAR SCREEN AND BEGIN DATA æLLECTION
52OO REM
521 O PRINT CHR$(147):PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT
s220 PRINT TA8(26)'DATA coLLEcïoN rN pRocRESS.:pRrNT
s230 PRINT TAB(1 o)' scAN WAVELENGTHS:'spc(s)rNT(wD"A"spc(s)rNT(wF)' A,5240 PRINT:PRINT TAB(10)'TO ABORT SCAN, HtT ESC KEy, 

'

5250 REM
5260 REM WRN'E CONTROL BLOCK ON DISKFILES
5270 REM
5280 tF NOT DD% coTo s47o
5290 REM
53OO REM WRITE INITIAL BIREFRINGENT ANGLE
5310 REM
5320 REM DIRECTION FI.AG
5330 REM STEP-SIZE FLAG
5340 REM STEPS PER DATA POINT
5350 REM NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
5360 REM

At%

Dl%
ST%
SP%
DPY"

5370 PRINT# 4,Ar%:pRrNT# s,Ar%:REM wRrrE Ar% To DTSKFTLES
s380 PRINT# 4,Dr%:pRrNT# 5,D|%:REM wRrrE Dr% To DTSKFTLES
s390 PRINT# 4,ST%:pR|NT# S,ST%:REM WRIT ST% TO D|SKF|LES
s400 PRINT# 4,sP%:pR|NT# s,sp%:REM wRrrE sp% To DTSKFTLES
s410 PRINT# 4,Dp%:pRrNT# s,Dp%:REM wRrrE Dp% To DTSKFTLES
5420 REM
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5430 REM ++*rÈ*ÊÈ***À{***Ê*rir{
5440 RËM - DATA COLLECTION LOOP "
5450 REM È*****È*+Èr*ÊèÉÈiir***
5460 REM
5470 FOR t=1 TO DP%
s480 PRTNT# 2,"?"
s490 TNPUT# 2,X1
5500 PRTNT# 3,"?"
s510 TNPUT# 3,X2
ss20 x1%=tNT(X1-21)
5s30 x2%=tNT(X2rZ2)
s540 lF DD% THEN pRtNT# 4,X1%:pRtNT# s,X2%
5550 FOR J=l TO SP%
5560 POKE S9456,0:pOKE 59426,219:pOKE Sg4Z7,S2
ss70 POKE 59427,60:pOKE s94s6,4:pOKE sg4Z6,MO%
5580 POKE 59427,SZ:pOKE 59426,MO%+1:pOKE Sg4Z7,60
5590 NEXT J
5600 T1=Tl
s610 GET Bg:tF B$=CHR$(27) GOTO s67o
5620 T2=Tl:tF ABS(T2-T1)/60<TC GOTO s62o
5630 NEXT I

5640 REM
5650 REM CLOSE ALL THE FILES
5660 REM
s670 lF DD% THEN CLOSE 4:CLOSE S
5680 REM
s690 CLOSE 2:CLOSE 3
57OO REM
571OREM ENDOFSCAN
5720 REM
5730 RETURN
5740 REM
6 9 4 0 R E M É t È r r * * * i Ê * r * r * r* * * É * r r r r * * r r * r t i * * r* t
6950 REM
6960 REM THIS ROUTINE PERMITS THE USER TO PRE-SET THE BIREFRINGENT
6970 REM FILTER OF THE DYE-I..ASER. ALL THE FEATURES OF THE STEPPER MOTOR6980 REM (I.8. SLEW,DIRECTION,AND STEP-SIZE) ARE AVAILABLE.
6I9 0 R E M ti t t t t{ t Ê +* i i r û Ê r r * * i * r Èr ú È * r i r i r Í r i É * r r * r * + r * ** * * * *
7000 PRTNT cHRg(147)
7O1O REM SET UP STEPPER TO RECEIVE A COMMAND
7O2O REM
7030 POKE 594S6,0:REM SET ATN LOW
7040 POKE i9426,219:REM ADDRESS THE STEPPER
70s0 POKE 59427,52:REM SET DAV LOW
7060 REM
7O7O REM TERMINATE ADDRESSING IUODE, PREPARE STEPPER FOR COMh/AND7080 poKE 59427,60:pOKE 59456,4:pOke 59426,255:p OKE ss427,s2
7O9O REM
7100 pRtNT TAB(28)" MOTOR CONTROL ROUTTNE'
71 10 PRINT:PR|NT
71 20 PRINT TAB(34)"COMMANDS"
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7130 PRINT
7140 pRtNT TAB(14)"SLEW MOTOR CW'SpC(10)1
71s0 pRtNT TAB(14)"SLEW À/IOTOR CCW'SPC(10)2
7160 pRtNT TAB(14)'STEpptNG MODE "SpC(10)3
7170 pRtNT TAB(14)'EX|T ROUTTNE 'Spc(10)4
71 80 PRINT:PRINT:PRtNT .ENTER COMMAND NUMBER,
7190 INPUT 82%
72OO lF B2/"=4 GOTO 7290
7210 lF (F,2%<1)OR(B,2/">4) GOTO 7250
7220 0N 82% cosug 7320,73so]490
7230 PRTNT CHR$(147)
7240 GOTO 7100
7250 REM ERROR IN COMMAND INPUT
7260 PRINT "ILLEGAL COMMAND NUMBER: RE-ENTER tNpUT"
7270 cO'rO 7190
7280 REM END OF ROUTINE
7290 POKE s9427,60
73OO RETURN
7310 REM SLEW I/OTOR CW
7320 POKE s9426,16
7340 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO TERMINATE SLEW.
73s0 cET B$:lF B$='" THEN T3SO
7360 POKE 55426,255
7370 RETURN
7380 REM SLEW ÀJ{OTOR CCW
7390 POKE s9426,1
74OO PRINT'HIT ANY KEY TO TERMINATE SLEW.
7410 cET B$:lF B$='" THEN 7410
7420 POKE 59426,25s
7430 RETURN
7440 PRTNT CHR$(147)
7450 PRINT:PRtNT TAB(22)' STEpptNG MODE"
7460 PRINT:PRtNT TAB(25)'COMMANDS":pRtNT
7470 pRtNT TAB(18)"HALF STEP CCW "Spc(10)1
7480 pRtNT TAB(18)'HALF STEP CW .SpC(10)2
7490 pRtNT TAB(18)'FULL STEP CCW'SpC(10)3
7500 pRtNT TAB(18).FULL STEP CW 'Spc(10)4
7s10 pRtNT TAB(18).EX|T ROUTTNE "Spc(10)s
7520 PRINT:PR|NT'ENTER COMMAND NUMBER,
7530 INPUT 82%
7s40 tF (B2o/"<1)OR(82%>4) GOTO 7710
7550 lF B2o/"=1 THEN CD%=33
7560 lF B2/o=2 THEN CD%=49
7570 lF B20h=3 THEN CD%=41
7580 lF 8,20/"=4 THEN CD%=57
7590 PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF STEPS"
7600 INPUT SP
7610 PRINT "HIT ANY KEY TO INITIATE STEPPING.
7620 cET B$:tF B$="" THEN 7620
7630 FOR t=1 TO SP
7640 POKE 59426,CD./"+1
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7650 POKE 59426,CD%
7660 NEXT I

7670 PRINT'DO YOU WISH TO STEP THE hIOTOR FURTHER IN THIS MODE.
7680 INPUT B$
76S0 lF B$="Y' GOTO 7S9O
7700 coTo 7440
7710 RETURN
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APPENDIX 2

- Listing of Photoacoustic Data Analysis programs, pAS and pASCoN

Nicolet Fortran photoacoustic data transfer and analysis programs.

C PROGRAM: PAS

c VERS|ON 6 (10/03/88)
U

C by M.G. SOWA

c rhe Photoacoustic AnarySis program is used to dispray, prot, and manipuratec photoacoustic data. The data can be retrieved from an 
"ii"iing 

fire on thec NlcoLET disk drive or transfered from the superpET using the RS232_B portC of the Nicolet.

É t t * È a * * t * * I i* ¿ * + i * t * * i i t t t * * r * * * t r * { *

C . VARIABLE DICTIONARY (pA relared variabtes)"c XxMIN (x=s,B) : minimum X axis varus for sampre or Background spectrum.C XxMAX ii : maximum

¡,.

I

C XxSTEP ri : X axis increment
C lYxMlN Fi : minimum y axis
C IYxMAX ii : maximum y axis
C IxPNTS " : number of data points

tt t * ** + ti + + * + Ê É* t t* i * * *

C IxDAT ii : Sample or Background data points
C r * ri t * r* * +*a ** tr *l l ** i * ** * rr * rt t* *+ * ** r *i ì i t * * ** * * * *
C DECLARATION OF VARIABLES

C declare Photoacoustic Data Variables

REAL XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP
(/

REAL XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP
t

TNTEGER tSpNTS,tysMtN,tysMAX,|SDAT(81 92)
c

TNTEGER tBpNTS,tyBMtN,lyBMAX,tBDAT(81 92)

C declare Plotting and Display Variables

REAL XLEN,YLEN,FXF, LXF,STEP
c

REAL FXFS,LXFS,FXFB,LXFB
c

INTEGER IFY, ILY, IFYS, ILYS, IFYB, ILYB, IBUF(81 92)
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c
U

U

LOG ICAL ERROR,SBECK,BBECK,SSPEC, BSPEC

CHARACTER CMD"6,CH"2

CHARACTER XTIT' 1 2,YTIT"9,TITLE-20

CHARACTER AXS"2,TIT"2,P AG*z

c
c

c

c
c
c

BEGIN PROGRAM

INITIALIZE PLOTTING AND DISPLAY VARIABLES

XLEN=7.0
YLEN=5.0

YTIT='INTENSIry
TITLÊ="

AXS='YS'
PAG='YS,
TIT='NO'

FXF=0.0
LXF=0.0
IFY=0
ILY=0

INITIALIZÊ FI-AGS

SSPEC =.FALSE.
BSPEC =.FALSE.
SBECK =.FALSE.
BBECK = .FALSE.

IN ITIALIZE MANIPULATION VARIABLES

FCS =1.0
FCB =1.0
IADD=O

CLEAR THE RASTER

1 CALL BCLEAR
oALL BREGS(0,40)

CALL BWIPE
DO 10 l=1,40

PRINT -,
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t/
c

1O CONTINUE

PRINT TITLE AND ENTER COMMAND NÆDULE

wRtTE(",1ooo)
PRINT ",
wRtTE(",1002)
wRITE(",1003)
wRtTE(.,1004)
wRtTE(",1006)
wRtTE(",1008)
wRtTE(",1010)
wRtTE(.,1012)
wRtTE(.,1013)
wRtTE(-,1014)

1 000
1002
1 003
1 004
1 006
1 008
1010
1012
1 013
1014

c

FORMAT(",1 sX,'pHOTOACOUSTtC ANALYStS pROcRAM')
FORMAT('0',5X,'GDx : Get Data fite from D0,,6X,,(x=S,á¡,¡
FORMAT(",5X,,pDx : put Data f¡le to D0,,6X,,(x=s,B),)rvnrvr/-\rt ,c^, rux : ¡-,ul Uata ltle to D0',6X,,
FORMAT(' ',SX,'DSx : Display Data file ',6X,,(
FORMAT(' ',5X,'pLx : ptot Dara file

',6X,'(x=S,B)')

,6X,'(x=S.B)')
FORMAT(, 

"5X,,GRx

',6X,'(x=S,B)')
: Get Data file from RS232B,,2X,'(x=S,B)')
Ratio S vs B')
Add S and B')

FORMAT(' 

"5x,,RASFORMAT(' 

"5X,'ADDFORMAT('',SX,'MEN : Display this menu')
FORMAT(' ',SX,'MON : Return to monitor;¡

PRINT -,

2 WRTTE(.,1102)
READ (.,1104) CMD

1102 FORMAT(, ',SX,,Enter command: ,)

1 104 FORMAT(A6)
c
C DETERMINE THE COMI/AND
c

tF(cMD.EQ.'cDS)coTo 1 OO

tF(cMD.EQ.'cDB) GOTO 1 02
c

tF(cMD. EQ.,PDS)GOTO 1 04
tF(cMD. EQ.'PDB')GOTO 1 06

c
tF(cMD.EQ.,GRS)GOTO 1 1 O

lF(cMD.EO.'cRB)GOTO 1 1 2
c

tF(cMD.EO.'DSS) GOTO 1 20
tF(cMD. EO.'DSB')GOTO 1 22

c
tF(cMD.EQ.,PLS')GOTO 1 30
tF(cMD.EO.'PLB')GOTO 1 32

c
tF(cMD. EO.,RATIO)coTo 1 40
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c
c

rF(cMD.EO.'RAS)GOTO 1 40
tF(cMD. EO.'ADD)GOTO 1 42
tF(cMD.EO.,ZERO,)GOTO 1 44

rF(cMD.EO.'PAG)GOTO 1 60
tF(cMD.EO.'AXS')GOTO 1 60
tF(cMD.EO.TIT')GOTO 1 60
tF(cMD.EQ.,XSL,)GOTO 1 62
tF(cMD.EO.YSL')GOTO 1 64
rF(cMD.EQ.'FCS')GOTO 1 66
tF(cMD.EO.'FCB')GOTO 1 68

rF(cMD.EQ.'FXF)GOTO 1 70
tF(cMD.EQ.'LXF)GOTO 1 72
rF(cMD. EO.'FYA,)GOTO 1 74
tF(oMD. EQ.'LYA,)GOTO 1 76
rF(cMD.EO.'ASS')GOTO 1 78
rF(cMD.EO.'ASB')GOTO 1 80

tF(cMD.EQ.'MEN)GOTO 1

tF(cMD.EQ.'tUON)cOTO 99

PRINT -,'INVALID COMMAND I'

""1_: 
r rr r* +rf r rr rrrr rf r rr+i È,*

GET SAMPLE FILE FROM DISK

iltÉÈtt*lt*+trÒ

1 oo wRtTE(.,1 1 f O)

1 1 10 FORMAT('0"5X,'GET SPECTRUM FROM DISK DO')
c

cALL GETSpE( tSpNTS, tSDAT, tysMtN, tysMAX,# XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,SBECK,ERROR)

tF (ERROR)THEN
wRtTE(.,1112)

ELSE
SSPEC =.TRUE.
FXFS=XSMIN
LXFS=XSMAX
IFYS=IYSMIN
ILYS=IYSMAX

FXF =FXFS
LXF =LXFS
IFY =IFYS
ILY =ILYS

wRtTE(",1114)
ENDIF
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c
c
(/

c
c

1 112 FORMAT(",5X,'SpECTRUM UNSUCCESSFULLy LOADEDt,)
1114 FORMAT(',,sX,'SpECTRUM LOADEDT')

GOTO 2
c

GET BACKGROUND FILE FROM DISK

102 WRTTE(.,1110)

CALL cETSpE(tBpNTS, tBDAT, tyBMtN, tyBMAX,
# XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,BBECK,ERROR)

tF (ERROR)THEN
wRITE(.,1112)

ELSE
BSPEC = .TRUE.
FXFB=XBMIN
LXFB=XBMAX
IFYB=IYBMIN
ILYB=IYBMAX
wRtTE(.,1114)

ENDIF
c

GOTO 2
c

c + * I É * * * * f i * * * È* * I * t ** r t * t Ê * r * * É * + I r r * t r +t * * * *

c
C STORE SPECTRUM ON DISK
C SAMPLE

104 tF(SSPEC)THEN
c

cALL pUTSpE(tSpNTS, tSDAT,XSMtN,XSMAX,XSSTEp,SBECK)
c

ENDIF
c

GOTO 2

c
c

c

c

c

à t È t f * * É * * t t Ê* * I * Ê * û * * * É * f t á * Þ f t { I * I * i +

BACKGROUND
106 tF(BSPEC)THEN

CALL PUTSPE(IBPNTS, IBDAT,XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP, BBECK)

ENDIF

GOTO 2
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c
(/

+* È * t ** ÈÈ É* +t + ** È* +* * t È * * * +

GET SPECTRUM FROM RS232 PORT B
SAMPLE

1 1 0 CALL RECETV(tSpNTS,tSDAT,tysMtN,tysMAX,
# XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,SBECK,ERROR)

rF(ERROR)THEN
wRtTE(",1.t12)

ELSE
SSPEC=.TRUE.
FXFS = XSMIN
LXFS = XSMAX
IFYS = IYSMIN
ILYS = IYSMAX

FXF = FXFS
LXF = ¡¡Pg
IFY = IFYS
ILY = ILYS

wRtTE(.,1114)
ENDIF

GOTO 2

BACKGROUND
1 1 2 CALL RECETV(tBPNTS,IBDAT,tyBMtN,tyBMAX,
# XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,BBECK,ERROR)

rF(ERROR)THEN
wRtTE(.,1112)

ELSE
BSPEC=.TRUE.
FXFB = XBMIN
LXFB = XBMAX
IFYB = IYBMIN
ILYB = IYBMAX
wRtTE(.,1114)

ENDIF

GOTO 2

t* È I t{ È } t È + È á i É * * t * * * {

DISPLAY SAMPLE FILE

20 tF(ssPEc) THEN

CALL BREcS(0,7)
CALL BCLEAR
cALL BCOLOR('LBLUE,,'BLUE,,'yELLOW"'GREEN')

c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c

1
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rF (SBECK) THEN
XTIT ='WAVENUMBERS'
CALL INBUF(FXFS,LXFS,XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,STEP,

# ISPNTS,IPNTS,ISDAT,IBUF,-1)
cALL DSpEC(LXFS,FXFS, tFyS, tLys,tBUF, tpNTS,# XTIT,YTIT)

ELSE
xTlT='FILTER ANGLE'

tF((FXFS. EO.XSMtN).AND, (LXFS. EO.XSMAX))THEN

cALL DSpEC(FXFS,LXFS, tFyS, tLys, tsDAT,
# ISPNTS,XTIT,YTIT)

ELSE
CALL INBUF(FXFS,LXFS,XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,

# STEP,ISPNTS,IPNTS,ISDAT, IBUF, 1 )
CALL DSPEC(FXFS,LXFS, IFYS, ILYS, IBUF, IPNTS,# XTIT,YTIT)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

GOTO 2

C BACKGROUND
122 |F(BSPEC) THEN

c
CALL BREcS(o,7)

CALL BCLEAR
oALL BCOLOR ('LBLUE",BLUE"YELLOW",GREEN')

c
tF (BBECK) THEN

XTIT='WAVENUMBERS'
CALL INBUF(FXFB, LXFB,XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,

# STEP,IBPNTS,IPNTS,IBDAT,IBUF,-I)
CALL DSPEC(LXFB,FXFB,IFYB,ILYB,IBUF,IPNTS,

# XTIT,YTIT)
ELSE

XTIT='FILTER ANGLE'
tF((FXFB. EO.XSMtN).AN D. (LXFB. EO. XSMAX))THEN

cALL DSpEC(FXFB,LXFB,tFyB,tLyB,tBDAT,
# IBPNTS,XTIT,YTIT)

c
c

ELSE

CALL INBUF(FXFB,LXFB,XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,
# STEP,IBPNTS,IPNTS,IBDAT,IBUF,l 

)
CALL DSPEC(FXFB, LXFB, IFYB, ILYB, IBUF, IPNTS,
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# xTtT,YTtT)

ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDIF

GOTO 2
c
c ÈÈ t t * * i t * * t t * * * ** * ** * + * *

C THIS SECTION PLOTS THE SAMPLE FILE ON THE ZETA PLOTTER.
c
130 tF(SSPEC)THEN

c
C initialize plotter
c

CALL PLOTS
c

rF(PAG.EQ.YS)THEN
cALL FDPLOT(8.5,0.,_3.)

ENDIF

rF(AXS.EO.YS)THEN
rF (SBECK) THEN

XTIT ='WAVENUMBERS'
CALL PLAXS(LXFS,FXFS,XLEN,YLEN, IFYS, ILYS,

xTtT,YTtT)
ELSE

XTIT ='FILTER ANGLE'
CALL PLAXS(FXFS,LXFS,XLEN,YLEN, IFYS, ILYS,

xTtT,YTtT)
ENDIF

ENDIF

tF (sBECI()THEN
CALL INBUF(FXFS, LXFS,XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,STEP,

# ISPNTS,IPNTS,ISDAT,IBUF,.I)
CALL PLSPEC(LXFS, FXFS,XLEN,YLEN, IFYS, ILYS,# IPNTS,IBUF)

ELSE
tF((FXFS. EO.XSMtN).AN D. (LXFS. EO.XSMAX))TH EN

CALL PLSPEC(FXFS, LXFS,XLEN,YLEN, IFYS, ILYS,# TSPNTS,ISDAT)
ELSE

CALL IN BUF(FXFS,LXFS,XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP,STEP,
# ISPNTS,IPNTS,ISDAT,IBUF,l 

)
CALL PLSPEC(FXFS,LXFS,XLEN,YLEN, IFYS, ILYS,# IPNTS,IBUF)

ENDIF
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c

c
(/
L/

c

ENDIF

ENDIF

GOTO 2

THIS SECTION PLOTS THE BACKGROUND FILË

132 tF(BSPEC)THEN

CALL PLOTS

tF(PAc.EQ.,YS,)THEN
cALL FDPLOT(8.s,0.,_3.)

ENDIF

tF(AXS.EO.'YS,)THEN
tF (BSPEC)THEN

XTIT ='WAVENUMBERS'
CALL PLAXS(LXFB,FXFB,XLEN,YLEN, IFYB, ILYB.

xTrT,YTtT)
ELSE

XTIT ='FILTER ANGLE'
CALL PLAXS(FXFB, LXFB,XLEN,YLEN, IFYB, ILYB,# XTIT,YTIT)

ENDIF
ENDIF

tF (BSPEC) THEN
CALL INBUF(FXFB,LXFB,XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,STEP,

# IBPNTS,IPNTS,IBDAT,IBUF,.l 
)

CALL PLSPEC(LXFB, FXFB, XLEN,YLEN, IFYB, ILYB,# IPNTS,IBUF)
ELSE

r F((FXFB. EO.XBM tN).AN D. (LXFB. EO. XBMAX))THEN
CALL PLSPEC(FXFB,LXFB,XLEN,YLEN, IFYB, ILYB,# IBPNTS,IBDAT)

ELSE
CALL INBUF(FXFB,LXFB,XBMIN,XBMAX,XBSTEP,STEP,

# IBPNTS,IPNTS,IBDAT,IBUF,l 
)

CALL PLSPEC(FXFB,LXFB,XLEN,YLEN, IFYB, ILYB,# IPNTS,IBUF)
ENDIF

ENDIF

ENDIF

GOïO 2
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C THIS SECTION RATIOS THE SAMPLE FILE AGAINST THE BACKGROUND FILE.C THE RATIOED SPECTRUM CAN THEN BE DISPLAYED, PLOTTED,
C AND/OR STORED ON DISK.
c

1 40 tF((SSpEC).AND. (BSpEC))THEN

tF(tsPNTS.NE. TBPNTS)GOTO 24
tF(xsMtN.NE.XBM|N) GOTO 24
tF(XSMAX.NE.XBMAX) GOTO 24

c
PRINT *,'Ratio in progressl,

IADD=O
tFYS=20000
tLYS=-524287

c
tF(tBM|N.LT.1 ) tADD=l _tBMtN

DO 20 I=1,ISPNTS

TMP 1 =FCS.FLOAT(tSDAT( t))
TMP2=FCB'FLOAT(tBDAT(l)+tADD)
tBUF(t)=tFtx(TMP1 ÆMP2)

tF(tBUF(t).cT. tLys) tLys=IBUF(t)
tF(tBUF(t).1T. tFys) tFys=tBUF(l)

20 CONTINUE
c

oALL BREcS(0,7)
c

cALL DSpEC(FXFS,LXFS, tSXMtN, tSMAX, tSDAT, tSpNTS,# xTtT,YTtT)

_ oALLBDRAW(tBUF,tSpNTS,tFyS,tLys,o)
(/

PRINT -,

wRtTE(.,1150)
READ (",11s2) CH

c
1 150 FORMAT(, ,,SX,'Abort Ratio (y/N) : ,)

1152 FORMAT(Az)
c

tF(cH.EQ.'N)THEN
C

DO 22I=l,ISPNTS
tsDAT(t)=tBUF(t)

22 CONTINUE
c

ISXMIN=IFYS
ISMAX=ILYS

c

û û t i *t È * È É * + Èt È r Ê tÈ Êt * È * È * * * i * *
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ELSE

IFYS=ISXMIN
ILYS=ISMAX

ENDIF

PRINT ",

ENDIF

GOTO 2
c

24 PRINT .,'lncompatible Sample and Background!'
U

GOTO 2
c
C 

I É t I té I É È û *t+ t t Èt f * r t { È + t* À * * t öù i r r rú tt t* r r + i r * + r* i* t * * *

C THIS SECTION ADDS SAMPLE'FCS WITH BACKGROUND-FCB.
C THE SCALING FACTORS FCS AND FCB CAN BE SET IN THE PROGRAM BYC ENTERING FCS AND/OH FCB.
c

1 42 tF((SSpEC).AND.(BSpEC))THEN
c

tF(tSPNTS.NE.IBPNTS) GOTO 22
tF((xsMtN.NE.XBMtN).OR.(XSMAX.NE.XBMAX))c O:|O 22

tsMAX=-524287
lsxMtN= 20000

DO 30 I=1,ISPNTS

TMPl =FCS.FLOAT(tSDAT(t))
TMP2 =FCB.FLOAT(tBDAT(t))
ISDAT( l)=lF lX(TMP I +TMp2)
rF(tsDAT(t).cT. tsMAX) TSMAX=tSDAT(t)
rF(tsDAT(t).1T. tsxMtN) tsxMtN=tsDAT(t)

30 CONTINUE

IFYS=ISXMIN
ILYS=ISMAX

ENDIF

GOTO 2

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c
c

{ ** â É û É i Ê Èâ r t É I i t i,+ t I * * * È È f t* * * tt

C THIS SECTION ZEROES THE SAMPLE FILE
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c
144 |F(SSPEC)THEN

c
DO 40 I=1,ISPNTS

tsDAT(t)=tsDAT( t)_tYSMtN
40 CONTINUE

c
IYSMAX=IYSMAX.IYSMIN
IYSMIN=O
IFYS =IYSMIN
ILYS =IYSMAX

ENDIF
c

GOTO 2
c
C i Ê I I t Í t * Þ i ** Ê + * à * t* r t* r * Ér r r * r rri û * É* *r * * * * * ** + * { * rr r i r *
c
C THIS SECTION SETS PLOTTING FLAGS FOR PAGING, AXIS PLOTTING, AND TITLE PRINTINGc

160 WRTTE(.,1210) CMD
READ(.,1212) CH

c
1210 FORMAT(' 

"2X,A6,2X,'YS 
OR NO"sX)

1212 FORMAT(A2)
c

tF((cH.EO.yS').oR.(cH.EQ.'NO)) THEN
c

rF(cMD. EO.'PAG)PAG=CH
lF(CMD.EQ.'AXS')AXS=CH
tF(cMD. EO.'TtT)TtT=CH

c

c

c
c
c
C THIS SECTION ALTERS THE X SCALE LENGTH IN PLOTS
c

162 WRTTE(.,1220) CMD,XLEN
READ *, XLEN

c
122O FORMAT(",2X,A6,2X,F9.2,2X)

c
GOTO 2

c
c * e r i r* t + + û È i û, + t* *à r È t i ú t Í i i Èâ,t Þ + É t * * i r ** I t * *
C THIS SECTION ALTERS THE Y SCALE LENGTH IN PLOTS
c

164 WFilTE(.,1220) CMD,YLEN

ENDIF

GOTO 2
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READ -,YLEN

GOTO 2
c
C 

* I I * Þ* 0 f { r é É * f * Ê + * * i ÊÈ Ê * Þ i * È r r r f É I I r È r * È É r * É * r i

C THIS SECTION ALTERS SAMPLE SCALE FACTOR FCS
c

166 WRTTE(.,1220) CMD,FCS
READ -,FCS

c
tF (FCS.EO.o.0) Fcs = 1.0

c
GOTO 2

c
c 

* Í i + É t { * + I * * I i * I Ê * É i r È Éú i r i * r** È I I r * û * * * r * i * * I *

C BACKGROUNDSCALEFACTOR
168 WRTTE(',1220) CMD,FCB

READ -,FCB

c
tF (FCB.EO.o.o) FCB = 1.0

GOTO 2
c
c r r * * + * i i r* i È + t f * * t * t r É * * r t r r t É * t È r f * i tl *, * * *i * *

C THIS SECTION ALTERS THE STARTING FILTER ANGLE

17O WRITE(',1220) CMD,FXF
READ -,FXF

c
tF (FXF.NE.o.o) THEN
FXFS=FXF
FXFB=FXF

ENDIF
c

GOTO 2
c
c * * r r * ù * r * È i * *r I û f i i È * * t i t * * Ê t rô È * t+ I É f * * * Èù r * { *

C ALTERS THE I-AST FILTER ANGLE
172 WRTTE(.,1220) CMD,LXF

READ -,LXF

c
tF (LXF.NE.0.o) THEN
LXFS=LXF
LXFB=LXF

ENDIF
c

GOTO 2
c
c + * f r t É * t È * f Ê I * +Q Èt +t * t *É + t *t È*i i É t * I t * È * * * * ii * *

C SET FIRST Y VALUE FOR DISPLAV
1 74 WRTTE(.,1230) CMD,tFY
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1 230 FORMAT(",2X,A6,2X,15,2X)
READ ",IFY
IFYS=IFY
IFYB=IFY

c
GOTO 2

c
c f É + + r ú t * * È i* ¡ Ê Ê * +, i È { * * f É * t * i È É r * á * É É i r * * ** * * I *

C SET LAST YVALUE FOR DISPLAY
176 WRTTE(",1230) CMD,tLY

READ -,ILY

ILYS=ILY
ILYB=ILY

c
GOTO 2

c
c 

* f * f f * i* *t ii *û È* rt * ** ii lf t{ *È r r ** * * r t1** ** ** { * * *

C AUTOSCALE SPECTRUM
C SAMPLE

178 tF(SSPEC)THEN
c

FXFS=XSMIN
LXFS=XSMAX
IFYS=IYSMIN
ILYS=IYSMAX

c
ENDIF

c
GOTO 2

c
c I I I r r{ r+ t* È* è* * È ê t t * È È * * Ê r È I r * t ri + È * I r Ê Ê r * I r * I r r

C BACKGROUND
180 tF(BSPEC)THEN

c
FXFB=XBMIN
LXFB=XBMAX
IFYB=IYBMIN
ILYB=lYB[/AX

c
ENDIF

GOTO 2

+ É * * É * û ö É Â *Ê t* È +i + t 4 t * tt i I * ù t I * Ê* * * * e t *i r * t tt I i+ *

99 CONTINUE

STOP
END

c

c
c
c
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c

C

c
c
c

á* t * *f È t * * * É * * * t + t + È { * + * Ê É t i

PROGRAM: PASCON

VERS|ON 6 (2/04/88)

M. G. SOWA
c
c The Photoacoustic conversion program is used to convert photoacoustic data intoc a format compatible with NIRCAP and FT|R36 software. ln order to convert thec spectra, the dye laser must first be wavelength calibrated. An existing calibrationc file can be called from disk, or a new onê can be created. once the calibration is carriedc out and the PAS data is loaded, the WAVENUMBER coNVERStON process can be initiated.c once completed, the converted data can be stored and loaded into NIRCAp or FTlR36c
C *i É * * É * r È * * * * * * * t * * t * * É * r + r i * n { * * * rr * * * * + r * 4 * + * * r t * * r * * * *
c
C DECI-ARATION OF VARIABLES
c
C declare Photoacoustic Data Variables
c

REAL XSMIN,XSMAX,XSSTEP
c

TNTEGER tSpNTS,lSyMtN,tsYMAX,tSDAT(1 6384)
c
C declare Cubic Spline Variables
c

- REAL SpLX(so),spLy(so),SpLA(so),spLB(so),splc(so)
c

INTEGER ISPL,IOPT
c
C declare BECKMA Conversion Variables
c

INTEGER IPNTS, IFRST, ILAST, INX,PINX, IER, IERMS,IBUF(81 92)c
REAL WAVNUM(8 1 92),WM|N,WMAX,WTEST,TMpl,TMP2,TMPS,SPACE

c
LOG ICAL ERROR,SBECK,SSPEC,SCONV,SCAL,CFILE

c
CHARACTER CMD"l 5,FILE"1 5,CH"1

c
CHARACTER DYEFIL"15

c
c

COMMON /SPLDAT/ ISPL,SPLX,SPLY,SPLA,SPLB,SPLC
c

+* i t r * t * t * * * * * * ú t * r * + * * t * * r a* * * * a ti * * I +

C BEGIN PFIOGRAM
c
C INITIALIZE FLAGS
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c
SSPEC =.FALSE.
SBECK =.FALSE.
SCONV =.FALSE.
SCAL =.FALSE.
CFILE =.FALSE.

CLEARTHE RASTER

2 CALL BCLEAR
CALL BREGS(0,40)

CALL BWIPE
c

DO 3 l=1,40
PRINT -,

3 CONTINUE
c
C PRINT TTTLE AND ENTER COMNíAND h/ÐDULE
U

wRITE(",1ooo)
PRINT -,

wRITE(.,1002)
wRtTE(",1004)
wRtTE(.,1006)
wRITE(",.t008)
wRtTE(.,1010)
wRtTE(.,1012)
wRITE(.,1014)
wRtTE(.,1016)
wRITE(.,1019)

PRINT ",
4 WRITE(*,11O2)

READ (",1104) CMD
11O2 FORMAT(' ,,SX,'Enter command: ,)

1104 FORMAT(A15)

C DETERMINE THE COMA/AND
c

tF(cMD.EQ.'cDS)coTo 1 OO

c
c
c

c
lOOO FORMAT(' 

"17X,'PHOTOACOUSTIC 
CONVERSION PROGRAM)1002 FORMAT('O',17X,,Get Data F¡le from DO : GDS,)1004 FORMAT(",17X,'put Dara Fite to DO : pDS,)

1006 FORMAT(, ',17X,'Wavelength Calibration : WÁV,¡1008 FORMAT(,',17X,,Get Calibration File : GETpAi,¡
]010 FORMAT(' ,,17X,'Store Calibration File : STOpaÉ,¡
1012 FORMAT(' ',17x,,Edit Calibration File : EDpAR,)1014 FORMAT(' ',17X,'print Calibration File : pRT,)
1016 FORMAT(' ',17X,'Convert p.A. file to FTIFì : COñV11018 FORMAT(",17X,'Return to Monitor : MON,)

c
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tF(cMD. EO.,PSS)GOTO 1 04
tF(cMD. EQ.'PDS')GOTO 1 04

lF(CMD.EO.'GETPAR)GOTO 1 1 o
rF(OMD.EQ.'STOPAR)GOTO 1 1 2
rF(cMD.EO.'PRT') coTo 1 14
tF(CMD.EQ.,CAL') GOTO 160
rF(CMD.EO.'EDPAR,) GOTO 1 80
rF(cMD.EO.'CONV') GOTO 2oo
rF(cMD.EO.'MEN)GOTO 2
rF(cMD. EO.'MON)GOTO e9

PRINT -,'INVALID COMMAND I'

GOTO 4
c
c * * i * È i n i * * * * * * * * * t t Ê * t Ê * { * * r * * t ú * i * ù* e r ** á r i * * * * ** r * r r
c
C GET SAMPLE FILE FROM DISK
c

100 wRtTE(.,1110)

^1110 
FORMAT('o"sx,'cET DATA F|LE FROM D|SK DO)

C 
CALL GETSPE(ISPNTS,ISDAT,IYSMIN,IYSMAX,XSMIN,XSMAX'XSSTEP'SBECK,ERROR)

tF (ERHOR) THEN
wRtTE(.,1112)

ELSE
ssPEC =.TRUE.
tF (SBECK)THEN
SCONV =.TRUE.
SCAL =.TRUE.

ENDIF
wRtTE(.,1114)

ENDIF

1 112 FORMAT(,,,SX,,File Unsuccessfully Loadedl,)
_1 

1 1 4 FORMAT(",5X,'SPEoTRUM LOADÉDt,)
c

GOTO 4
c
c * * * * i i { * t f t * t + t * * * * t * * * * * + r È r i t * * r * r r * r* * * a * r * * È t * * l i * *
c
C STORE SPECTRUMON DISK

104 tF (SSPEC) THEN

_ CALL pUTSpE(tSpNTS,ISDAT,XSMtN,XSMAX,XSSTEp,SBECK)
c

ENDIF
(/
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GOTO 4

c
c

9 This section gsts a Dye Laser Calibration Parameter file from the disk drive.
c

110 tF (CFtLE) THEN
wRtTE(",1120) DYEFTL
wRtTE(",1122)
READ (.,1124) CH

tF (cH.EQ.'Y') GOTO 6
GOTO 4

ENDIF
c
1120 FORMAT(' ',5X,'Active Calibration parameter File :',1X,A15)
1122 FORMAT(' ',SX,'Use Active File ? (y/N) : ,)

1124 FORMAT(A1)
c

6 CALL GETPAR(F|LE)
CFILE =.TRUE.
DYEFIL=FILE

GOTO 4
c
c * r r r Ê * r l r * * t * * i È * r È i * i tr t * È È i * È È i ** * È + * Ê È i É * r i * i t r * + r * *

c This section stores a Dye Laser calibration File to the disk drive.
c

112 tF (CFILE) THEN
CALL STOPAR(DYEF|L)

c
c

9 This section prinls out the Dye Laser Calibration Parameters to the screen. lf thec baud rate is 300 bps, rhe parameters can b€ r¡sted on the rerêtypê.

114 tF (CFtLE) THEN
CALL PRTPAR(DYEF|L)

c

c
c
c
C This section creatês or gets a file of wavenumber calibration points for the dye laserc

160 PRINT -,

wRITE(.,1600)

á Ê È * t* * É * É É * * É * t * * * Ê * È * É * È Ê t * * * * 4 * *

ENDIF

GOTO 4

ENDIF

GOTO 4
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PRINT -,

1 600 FORMAT(, 

"1 

TX,WAVELENcTH CALTBRATTON OF

tF(cFtLE)THEN
wRtTE(-,1120) DYEFTL
wRtTE(",1122)
READ (",1124) CH

c
|F(CH.EO.'N') GOTO 12

c
wRITE(",1130)
READ(.,1124) CH

c
1130 FORMAT(' ',sx,'Edit Active Fite? (yiN) : ,)

c
tF(cH.EQ.,N) coTo 4
tF(cH.EQ.,Y) GOTO 180

c
ENDIF

c
12 WRITE(.,1140)

wRtTE(",1142)
PRINT ",
wRITE(.,1144)
READ (.,1124) CH

c
1140 FORMAT(' ',SX,'Get Existing Calibratíon File : G,)
1142 FORMAT(, ',SX,'Create New Calibration File : ñ,)
1144 FORMAT(",5X,'Enter G or N :,)

tF((cH.NE.'c,).AND.(CH.NE.'N')) coTo 1 2

tF(cH.EQ.'c,)coTo 110
c

tF(cH.EO.'N)THEN
wRITE(.,1600)

PRINT *,

CALL GETXY
PRINT ",

DYEFIL='NEW
wRITE(.,1130)
READ(",1124) CH

tF(cH.EQ.'N) coTo 190
CFILE =.TRUE.
coTo 180

ENDIF
c

GOTO 4

DYE LASER)

c

c
r * + { * + * r r t * * + t É* r * È * * + * * * * r * + * * È * t É * * e * * * t t t r i t * r r r * * i r i * * * i r
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c
c

c
c
c

edit calibration parameters

180 tF (CF|LE) THEN
oALL PRTPAR(DYEFtL)
CALL EDPAR

ENDIF

select endpoint strategy for cubic

190 toPT =1
TMP1 =0.
TMP2 =0.

spline interpolation

wRtTE(.,1620)
wRtTE(.,1622)
wRtTE(-,1624)
wRtTE(.,1626)
wRtTE(.,1628)
wRtTE(",1630)
wRITE(.,1632)

c
1 620 FORMAT('0"20x,'cuBtc spLtNE FITT|NG PROCEDURE')
1 622 FORMAT('0"24X,'ENDpOtNT STRATEGTES)
1624 FORMAT(' ,,20x,'specify 2nd Derivatives : Opt 1,)
1626 FORMAT(, ',20x,'Constant 2nd Derivatives: Opt e;¡
1628 FORMAT(' ',2OX,,Linear 2nd Derívatives : Opi e,¡'
1630 FORMAT(, ',20X,'Specify 1st Der¡vat¡ves : Opt 4;)

_1632 FORMAT(,O',SX,'Enter Opt : ')
c

READ *,IOPT

c
tF((topT. EO. 1 ).OR. (tOpT. EO.4))THEN

c
wRtTE(.,1634)

READ ",TMP1
wRITE(-,1636)

READ -,TMP2

c
1634 FORMAT(' ',SX,'Enter derivative at lst pnt : ,)

_1636 FORMAT(' ,,SX,'Enter derivative at last pnt : ,j
c

ENDIF

call spline fitting procedure

oALL SPLFIT(|OPT,TMP1,TMP2)

PRINT *,

_P_R 
l.ryT *,'wavele ngth cal ibration complete,

PRINT *,

c

c

c
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c

c
c
c

GOTO 4

c
c convert spectrum to a format suitable for the FTIR software. This involves convertingc Birefringent Filter Angles to wavenumbers according to the cubic spline calibrationc Parameters' The Photoacoustic signal is then made linear in wavenumber and convertedC to FT|R36 format
c
200 tF((sspEc).AND.(CFtLE))THEN

PRINT',
PRINT *,' WAVELENGTH CONVERSION,

CALCUI.ATE CORRESPONDING WAVENUMBER READING FOR EACH PA DATA POINT

CALL WAVCON( I ER, IS PNTS, IFRST, ILAST, XSMIN,XSMAX, XSTE P,WAVN U M)c
tF (tER.LT.o)THEN

wRtTE(.,1700)
wRtTE(",1702)

ERROR=.TRUE.
ELSE

ERROR=.FALSE.
IERMS=IER/1OO

tF(tERMS.EO.1)THEN
wRtTE(",1704)

tER=tER_100
ENDIF
IERMS=IER/10

lF(tERMS.EO.1)THEN
wRITE(.,1706)

IER=lER-10
ENDIF

tF(tER. EO. 1 )WRtTE(.,1 708)
ENDIF

LINEARIZE DATA IN WAVENUMBERS & WITH APPROPRIATE BECKÀ,IA RESOLUTION

tF(tER.EO.o)THEN
tF(WAVN UM(tFRST).cT.WAVNU M(tLAST))THEN

K=ILAST
DO 30 I=IFRST,ILAST

lBUF(t)=tsDAT(K)
K=K-1

30 CONTINUE
ENDIF
wMlN=WAVNUM(tFRST)
WMAX=WAVNUM(tLAST)
PINX=lFtX((WAVN UM(tLAST)/SpACE)+.s)
I NX=l FIX((WAVN UM(tFRST)/SpACE)+.s)

c
c
(J
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IPNTS=PINX-lNX+1
tsDAT(1)=tBUF(tFRST)
tsDAT(tPNTS)=tBU F( TLAST)
J=1

DO 33 I=IFRST+1,|LAST-1
PINX=INX

INX= lFlX((WAVN UM( t)/SpACE)+.5)
rF(PtNX.EO. tNX)GOTO 33

lF(lNX.GT.(PINX+1 ))THEN
DO 32 K=PINX+1,tNX-1

J=J+1
tsDAT(J)=tBUF(t_1)

CONTINUE
ENDIF

J=J+'l
tsDAT(J)=tBUF(t)

CONTINUE
ENDIF

c
17OO FORMAT('o"5X,'P.A. SPECTRUM AND WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION FILE
1702 FORMAT(, 

"5X,'CAL|BRATION 
ABORTED')

1704 FORMAT('0"5X,'ERROR ENCOUNTERED tN SpLtNT ROUTTNE)
1706 FORMAT('0"5X,'PA DATA EXTENDS BEYOND CALIBRATION RANGE,)
1708 FORMAT('o"5X,'PA DATA BEGINS PRIOR TO CALIBRATION RANGE'i

c
ENDIF

GOTO 4

32

33

c
c
c

ARE TNCOMPATTBLE')

*t È t t * if 0 * i i i Èi i a t t + ÊÊ i Ê t I t * + t + t

CONTINUË
STOP
ËND
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- General Subroutines for the PAS and PASCON programs.

**************
. llo Routines *
*******û******

c
cr
C - SUBROUTINE GETSPE

c * This subroutine gets a photoacoustic or FTIR - Beckma sp€ctra from disk.c * The routine is able to determine if the FTIR - Beckma fíles have been storedC " in a truncated format.using the special put commands pSx (x=S,D,B).
C * The files are assumed to be stored on drive D0.c*
c * r r r * r *r Èr * r r * Ér f r r r Ê * È i * * È i * * r i + r * * rr rl Ê û i t É r r*
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

SUBROUTINE GETSPE(IPNTS,IDATA,IYMIN,IYMAX,XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP,BECKMA,ERR)

TNTEGER tpNTS, TDATA(1 ), tyMtN, tyMAX

TNTEGER lXMtN, txMAX, tFSB(3s2)

REAL XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP

LOGICAL BECKMA,ERR

CHARACTER CHAR-1,FILE-1 5

DATA SPAC E, H A LF, FU L IJ 1 .2207,6,25 E-4, 1 .25F-9 /

*tt *t * t t *** * É * t+ *i t **t ii i +tl * * *{ i i * *

C main line
c

ERR =.TRUE.
BECKMA = .FALSE.

IXMIN = 1

IXMAX = 16384

IPNTS = 16384
ISTEP = O

2 WRTTE(2,1000)
READ (1,1010) F|LE
wRrTE(2,1020) FtLE
READ (1,1030) CHAR

rF (cHAR.EO. Y) THEN
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oALL DEFTNE(13,FtLE)
C read in file status block

READ(13) |FSB(1)
READ(13) tFSB(2)

c
C determine if it is an FTIR/BECKMAN fite
c

I F ( ( I FS B (2). EQ. 1 23432 1 ). OR. ( I FS B (2).EA.s 42225) )TH E N
BECKMA =.TRUE.C read in remainder of file status block

DO 10 l=3,352
READ(13) tFSB(t)

1O CONTINUE
c
C set the min. & max. freq. of special put files

tF (|FSB(234) .GT. o) THEN
txMtN = |FSB(234)
txMAX = tFSB(23s)
IPNTS=IXMAX-tXMtN
xMtN = SPACE. FLOAT(|XMIN)
XMAX = SPACE. FLOAT(|XMAX)

XSTEP = SPACE
ENDIF

c
ELSE

c read in Photoacoustic file status block
READ(13) tFSB(3)
READ(13) IFSB(4)
READ(13) TPNTS

tF (IFSB(3).80. 1) THEN
xsTEP = FULL - FLOAT(|FSB(4))

ELSE
xsTEP = HALF . FLOAT(|FSB(4))

ENDIF

rF (tFSB(2) .EO. 1) THEN
xMlN = FLOAT(IFSB(1))/1OOO.0

XMAX = FLOAT(|PNTS).XSTEP + XM|N
ELSE

XMAX = FLOAT(|FSB(1)y1OO0.O
xMtN = XMAX - FLOAT(|FSB(1)).XSTEP

ENDIF

ENDIF
c
C read in data
c

IYMAX = O

IYMIN = 99999
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DO 20 I=1,IPNTS
READ(13) TDATA(t)

tF (tDATA(t) .EQ. (_524287-1)) TDATA(|) = o
tF (tDATA(t).LT. tyMtN) tyMtN = TDATA(t)
tF (tDATA(t) .cT. tyMAX) tyMAX = TDATA(|)20 CONTINUE

ERR =.FALSE.

CALL IOEXIT
CALL ENBLKB

ELSE

wRtTE(2,1040)
READ (1,1030) CHAR

tF (CHAR .EO. 'Y) GOTO 2
c

ENDIF
c
c
c

1 000
101 0
1020
1 030
1 040

c

c
c
c

* * I ttÉ * É *t i ó * iÉ â{ ÈÊ É É * {* * i tt * * Ê iÈ+È *f * å * t

FORMAT(' ','Enter Filename : ')
FORMAT(A1s)
FORMAT(' ','Get file ,,A15,'from D0 (y/N)? : ,)

FORMAT(A1)

'î::. :::::ï: ::ï:ll:...'.... à... *.,,. *, r.,,... *. i ¡

C - SUBROUTINE PUTSPEc'
c * This subroutine writes a Photoacoustic or FTIR - Beckma spectrum to disk.c * The routine stores the FTIR - Beckma files in a truncated format if possible.c ' The format is consistent with that obtained with the 

"p""i"l 
put commands inc n Beckma or FTIR (PSx x=s,D,B etc.¡. The spectral files are stored on the D0 drive.co

c r +r * rr Ê ri i t t + r* r I â ú r r * I r ûi r Ê, r { r + rr * ÈÉ * * + Þ * È + + * * * * *

RETURN
END

r i i * É f * t r t È t r ** * r * * I r t r * * + * t *

SU BROUTINE PUTSPE(IPNTS, IDATA, XMIN,XMAX, XSTEP,BECKMA)

TNTEGER tPNTS, TDATA(1 ), tFSB(3s2)
c

REAL XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP

c
c
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LOGICAL BECKMA
c

CHARACTER CHAR"I,FILE-1 5
c

DATA SPACE, HALF, FU L Ll 1 .2207,6.258-4, 1 .25E-3 /
c
c
C main line
c

2 WRTTE(2,1000)
READ (1,1010) FtLE
wRtTE(2,1020) FtLE
READ (1,1030) CHAR

c
tF (CHAR.EQ. ,Y,)THEN

oALL ALLOC(1 2,FtLE, 1 056)
c
c write the BECKMAN/FT|R or photoacoustic data fire to disk
c

tF (BECKMA) THEN
C set up file status block

DO 4 l=1 1,352
4 tFSB(t) = -1

c
IFSB(1) = 64
|FSB(2) = 342225

|FSB(3) = 1

IFSB(4) = 1

|FSB(5) = 1

IFSB(6) = 3
IFSB(7) = 1

IFSB(8) = 1

IFSB(g) = 1

|FSB(I0)= 0
|FSB(Is)= 128
tFSB(16)=64
IFSB(I7)= 1

c
IXMIN = |F|X(XMIN/SpACE) + 352
IXMAX = |F|X(XMAVSpACE) + 352

c
tFSB(234)= tXMtN
tFs8(235)= TXMAX

c
C wríte the f¡le status block to disk

DO 6 l=1,352
6 WRTTE(12) tFSB(t)

ELSE
write out the photoacoustic file status block
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IFSB(1) = tFtx((xMtN.lOoO))
IFSB(2) = 1

IFSB(3) = 0
tFSB(4) = tFtX((XSTEPiHALF))

rFsB(s) = TPNTS

IFSB(351 ) = MOD(IFSB(4),2)
rF (tFsB(3sl) .EO. o) THEN

IFSB(3) = 1

IFSB(4) = |FSB(4)/2
ENDIF

c
DO 8 l=1,5

I WRTTE(12) tFSB(t)
c

ENDIF

C write the data to disk.
c

DO 20 l=1,|PNTS
wRtTE(12) TDATA(t)

20 CONTINUE

CALL IOEXIT
CALL ENBLKB

c
ELSE

c

c

c
c
c

wRtTE(2,1040)
READ (1,1030) CHAR

rF (CHAR .EO. 'Y) coTo 2

ENDIF

*f * I t *** * t* È i ûûÉ tt tt t I * ì* * **t t I it*t * tt * * * *

1000 FORMAT(, ','Enter Filename : ,)

1010 FORMAT(A1s)
1020 FORMAT(' ','Store file ,,A15,' to DO (y/N)? : ,)

1030 FORMAT(A1)

_1040 FORMAT(' ','Re-Enter Filename (y/N)? : ,)

c r* * *rùr+Ér È*r*+ r * rÈ+ Þ*r+r È Êl r*rr É * È *r * a *f l *ii* r * rl r * * *
c

RETURN
END

È I * + i * i t r t t * r * ê t r * * i r * r I r * * t, ** * t * * * * * * ic*
C. SUBROUTTNE RECEIVe

c

t
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c"
C * This subroutine receives a Photoacoustic or FTIR/Beckma spectrum from the RS-232 B
9 

- pon An appropriate sending program must be running on the machine sending the file.co

c
SUBROUTINE RECEIV(IPNTS,IDATA,IYMIN,IYMAX,XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP,BECKMA,ERR)

c
c

TNTEGER tpNTS, TDATA(1 ), tyMtN, tYMAX
TNTEGER tXMtN, txMAX, tFSB(3s2)

c
REAL XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP

c
LOGICAL BECKMA,ERR

c
DATA SPACE, HALF, FU L IJ 1 .2207,6.25E.4, 1 .25:E..g/

c
C * ù * È t * û* t r * * i * r * i tÈ { * É r r É t t * È n ù + r + i È * È r È { r È r Èr * É * * * * r È +

C main line
c
C choose the data port and set the baud rate
c

CALL SETRATE
c

ERR =.TRUE.
BECKMA = .FALSE.

c
tYMtN = 99999
TYMAX = (_524287_1)

IXMIN = 1

txMAX = 16384

TPNTS = 16384
ISTEP = O

c
CALL RS232B(tFSB(1))
oALL RS232B(tFSB(2))

c
C determine if it is an FTIR/BECKMAN file
c
_ I F ((tFSB(2). EO .1 234321).OR. ( tFSB(2 ).EO.34222s) )THENC read in remainder of file status block

DO 10 l=3,352
cALL RS232B(tFSB(t))

1O CONTINUE
c
C set the min. & max. freq. of special put files
c

tF (|FSB(234) .cT. o) THEN
lxMlN = lFsB(234)
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txMAX = tFSB(23s)
IPNTS=IXMAX-IXMIN
DO20 l=1,IPNTS

cALL RS232B(tDATA(t))
tF (tDATA(I).EQ.(-s24287-1)) TDATA(I) = o

tF (|DATA(|).1T. tyMtN) tyMtN = IDATA(t)
lF (tDATA(t).cT. tyMAX) tyMAX = TDATA(I)20 CONTINUE

BECKMA=.TRUE.
XMIN = SPACE " FLOAT(IXM¡N)
XMAX = SPACE " FLOAT(|XMAX)

XSTEP = SPACE
ERR = .FALSE.

ELSE
ERR =.TRUE.

ENDIF

ELSE
C read in Photoacoustic file status block

cALL RS232B(tFSB(3))
cALL R5232B(tFSB(4))
cALL RS232B(tPNTS)

c
DO 30 l=1,IPNTS

cALL RS232B(tDATA(t))
tF (|DATA(|).1T. tyMtN) tyMtN = TDATA(t)
tF (IDATA(|).GT. tyMAX) tyMAX = TDATA(I)

3O CONTINUE
c

lF (IFSB(3) .EO. 1) THEN
xsTEP = FULL. FLOAT(|FSB(4))

ELSE
xsTEP = HALF. FLOAT(|FSB(4))

ENDIF
c

rF (IFSB(2).EO. 1) THEN
xMtN = FLOAT(IFSB(1))/1OoO.O

XMAX = FLOAT(|PNTS)"XSTEP + XM|N
ELSE

XMAX = FLOAT(IFSB(1))/1OOO.O
xMlN = XMAX - FLOAT(|FSB(I))"XSTEP

ENDIF

ERR = .FALSE.

ENDIF
c
c * r t * + r r * * t i * ta t * * *t t* *l t * * t t t * r r r * { *r á r Ê f È t * t r * * * r i * *,
c

RETURN
END
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c
c

c
c
c*
C - SUBROUTINE SETRATE

c " This subrout¡ne sets the RS-232 data port and the baud rate for that particular port.co
* * Íi * * È * * * i Ê t t I + * * I Ê * È * ** É É tt i * ú *

c
SUBROUTINE SETRAT

INTEGER IBAUD, IBD, ITMP
c

CHARACTER PORT-1,CHAR*1
c

C main line
c

PORT ='B'
IBAUD= 1200

IPORT= 2
c

wRtTE(",1000) PoRT

20 WRITE(",1010) TBAUD
wRtTE(.,1040)
READ (",1030) CHAR

rF (oHAR.EO. Y) THEN
wRtTE(.,1050)

READ *,ITMP

tF (|TMP.EQ.3OO) TBAUD = 3OO
lF (|TMP.EO.60o) TBAUD = 600
tF (ITMP.EQ.1200)|BAUD = 1200
lF (|TMP.EO.240O)IBAUD = 24OO
tF (tTMP.EO.480O)IBAUD = 4800
lF (|TMP.EQ.9600)IBAUD = 9600
tF (|TMP.NE. TBAUD)WRtTE(., 1 060)

GOTO 20
ENDIF

c
C set the baud rate
(/

tF (IBAUD.EO.300) tBD = 1

tF (IBAUD.EQ.600) tBD = 2
tF (IBAUD.EQ.12oO)|BD = 3
tF (tBAUD.EQ.24OO)tBD = 4
tF (tBAUD.EQ.48OO)tBD = s
lF (IBAUD.EQ.96OO)|BD = 6

c

+ I * * tÈ t f t *û * i I I t I * É t i È * t È t + * É + Ê Ê I f É t * * * i * + * t t * i ¡
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A
A
A
c
c
c
c

SETBDB=623702
MEMA IBD
SETBDB

1000 FORMAT('0',5X,'ACT|VE RS-232 PORT : ,,A1)
1010 FORMAT('0',5X,'CURRENT BAUD RATE : ,,tS)

1o3o FORMAT(A1)
1040 FORMAT(' ,,'Do you want to change the baud rate
1050 FORMAT('0','Enter desired baud rate : ,)

_1060 FORMAT(,0','tnvatid Baud Raret!,)
c

: ')

c
RETURN
END

* * i ÉÈ * I * ** Ê * +È + * t * * t * *t I É * *É a È* È È * i *È * È *f t * * *

c
c
c

c

SUBROUTINE RSæ28

.s.,P,':.rliî? :".1d:.1n. 
¡ll"g3: 

l:T?:,, fliT 
. l:.r.r.2. ?in_ ?; * * . . * *, * i i

su BRoUT|NE RS232B(tNUM)

INTEGER INUM, ITMP, ISGN,IERR

ITMP = O

IERR = 0
ISGN = 0

c
A ZERM INUM
A DLOOP,RSINF
A JMP DLOOP
A RSIN
A SNQ (215
A JMP DONE
A SNQ (2ss
A JMP MINUS
A AMMA (260
A ACCM ITMP
A JPM ERROR
A AMMA (12
A JPP ERROR
A LAX (12
A ZERA
A MULT
A INUM
A JPZ DOK
A JMP ERROR
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ADOK, TMQAC
A APMA ITMP
A ACCM INUM
A JMP DLOOP
A ERRORÀ/îONM lËRR
A JMP DLOOP
A MINUS,MONM ISGN
A JMP DLOOP
A DONE, MONM ITMP
c

tF(tsGN.NE.0) |NUM = _tNUM
t/

RETURN
END

c
c
c
C SUBROUTTNE : DSpEC (Display Spectrum)

C This subroutine displays a spectrum on thê screen

c * * it t rr* i r r * r *l * ù * r * * { i t * * È t aÉ * I r r i I I r r r * t} r
c
c

suBRouTtNE DSpEC(FXF,LXF, lFy, tLy, tBUF, tpNTS,XTtT,yTtT)
c
c

REAL FXF,LXF,XTIC,YTIC,YTOP,YBOT

TNTEGER tFY, tLY, tBUF(8OOO), TPNTS
c

CHARACTER XTIT-1 2,YTIT-g
c
c

DATA SEVEN, FOU RT7.OEO,4.OEO/
c

c i Ê * rû t ô f * t t * r * r i r *È È r i * Ê Ê * * * r * * È * * r r * * * ** * * r *r l * * * * r * r
c
C CAL. SCALING FACTORS AND DRAW X&Y AXIS
c

YBOT=FLOAT(tFY)
YTOP=FLOAT(tLY)

c
xTtc=(LXF-FXFySEVEN
YTtC=(YTOP_YBOTyFOUR

* È t + * t * * * *t * ** i * 4 
' 

È

" Graphics Routines .
t I * t * { * * t ** É I È Þ * É * *

+ t * * * t * 4 * * * É É t û + * * ** È * t1* * * + I i + * r r
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CALL BAXTS( 1 . 0, 1 . 0, xTtT,1 2,7,O,FXF,XTtC,o)
oALL BAXIS( 1 .0, 1 .0,yTtT,9,4, 1,YBOT,yTtC,O)

c
C DRAWTHE DISPLAY BUFFER INTO DISPLAY
c

CALL BDRAW(tBUF, tPNTS, tFY, tLY,O)
tJ

c
c
c

c

c
c
c

c

c

c

C SUBROUTTNE plot AX|S
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE X AND Y AXIS
c
C 

* I t I t I t i t I I t i r * t * t â t r i t t ù * r r * * r* r r l * r t r t t r ) * i + r i * * * r * r

c
S UBROUTINE PLAXS(FXF, LXF, XLEN,YLEN, IFY, ILY,XTIT,YTIT)

REAL FXF, LXF,XLEN,YLEN,YBOT,YTOP,XTIC,YTIC
c

INTEGER IFY,ILY
c

CHARACTER XTIT-1 2,YTIT'g

c
YBOT=FLOAT(fFY)
YTOP=FLOAT(tLY)

c
YTtC=(YTOP-YBOT)¡/LEN
xTtc=(LXF_FXFyXLEN

c
C PLOT X AXIS
U

^ oALL FAXTS(1.,.s,xTtT,12.,XLEN,O.,FXF,XT\C,4.,2.)
c
C PLOT Y AXIS

CALL BPTXEL (o)

* * *t i Éf * * È * *tó È *t I *f * É I Êt É* i + **

* t f * ù i Èû * t I t * ô a * t t *, Ê * I I Ê, * * * Í * I * È È É * * t

+t * * * i t* r * * ù+ r I I i ê i r t + t i * *t r I * Ê * i * Ê * r{ * *

RETURN

END
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c

c

c
c
c

CALL FAXIS(1 .,.s,yTtT, 9.,YLEN, 90.,YBOT,yTtC,4.,2.)

RETURN

END

C SUBROUTINE: PLot SpEOtrum
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE PAS DATA ON THE ZETA PLOTTER. THIS
C ROUTINE SPECIFICALLY PLOTS THE SIGNAL VS BIREFRINGENT FILTER ANGLE DATA.
c
C * ** * * * ** f * t t* I t * * ** * * * * à * ** r *rr * * * a l * r r* * * * r r* * * r r* * r * *

c
c

SUBROUTINE PLSPEC(FXF,LXF,XLEN,YLEN, IFY,ILY, IPNTS, IBUF)
c
c

REAL FXF, LXF,XLEN,YELN,X,Y,XSTEP,YSCALE
c

TNTEGER tFY, lLY, tPNTS, tBUF(8OoO)
c
C 

* t t i*tli t I tÉ Í I * t t*+ t * i r¡ È* + r * t i* r rr r i Èr r t È* r +* r*û É r* i** *

c
C BEGIN FIOUTINE
c

XSTEP=XLEN/FLOAT( TPNTS)
YSCA LE=YLEN/FLOAT( I LY_ I FY)

C RESETORIGIN
oALL FDPLOT(1 .,.5,-3.)

c
DO 1O I=l,IPNTS

c
x=FLOAT(t).XSTEP
Y=FLOAT( tBUF(t)-tFY).YSCALE

c
oALL FDPLOT(X,Y,2.)

c
1O CONTINUE

c
C RETRUN PLOTTERPEN TOORIGIN
c

CALL FDPLOT(-1 .,-.5,_3.)
c
C ENDSUBFIOUTINE
c

RETURN
c

END
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c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
C SUBROUTINE INBUF
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS FTIR/BECKMAN OR PHOTOACOUSTIC DATA INTO A
C DISPLAY/PLOT BUFFER. THIS BUFFER cAN BË USED To WINDoW IN oN CERTAIN
C AREAS OF THE RECORDED DATA.

SUBROUTINE INBUF(FXF,LXF,XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP,STEP, IPNTS, ICÀIT, IDAT, IBUF)

REAL FXF,LXF,STEP,XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP,XBUF,XDATl,XDAT2

INTEGER tpNTS, tcNT, tDAT(tpNTS), tBUF(tpNTS), tDtR

i tt I I r * f if t* r * l * I t r I * * i * t t i I * t t * * * *t t ** t * * * + **

J=0
tcNT=tFtx((LXF-FXF)/XSTEP)

rF(tcNT.cT.81e2)THEN
sTEP=(LXF-FXFy81o0.o

tcNT=tFtx((LXF-FXFySTEP)
ELSE

STEP=XSTEP
ENDIF

XBUF =FXF.STEP

DO 30 t=1,tcNT

XBUF=XBUF+STEP

rF((xBUF.cE.XMtN).AND. (XBUF.LE.XMAX))THEN

10 XDATI =XMIN +(XSTEP"J)
XDAT2=XDATI +XSTEp
rF((xBUF.cE.XDATl ).AND.(XBUF. LE.XDAT2))GOTO 20

tF(xBUF.LT.XDATI ) J=J_1
lF(XBUF.cT.XDATI ) J=J+1
lF(XBUF.cT.XDAT2) J=J+1

GOTO 10

c
c

c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c
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20 tF((xBUF.cT.XDATl).AND.(XBUF.LT.XDAT2))THEN
I BUF( l)= lF lX(FLOAT(t DAT(J)+ tDAT(J +1 )) /2.0)

ELSE
tF(xBUF.EA.XDATI ) tBUF(t)=tDAT(J)
lF(XBUF. EO.XDAT2) tBUF(t)=tDAT(J+1 )

ENDIF
c

ELSE
c

IBUF(t)=0
c

ENDIF
c

30 CONTINUE
c

RETURN
END
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- Specialized PASCON subroutines.

****************************
. calibration parameter routines .

t ÈÛ **t È * * * r * É i * * e + i iÀ { È* É* * û * * * * i *

co
C - SUBROUTINE GËTPARc*
C " This subroutine gets Cubic Spline Calibration param€ters which have been previouslyC * stored on disk. Only the filename DYEPAR is explicitly passed to lhe subroutine.c * The variables in the common Block /spLDAT/ is used by the subroutine.c*
C * È É t È ** + ** * * * {t * i i Ê i * ** f t * t * +* *r É È È i r ç * * * r* r * r * * l r ** * * *

c

c

c

c
c

c
c

c
c
U

suBRouTtNE GETPAR(F|LE)

REAL SpLX(s0),spLy(s0),spLA(so),spLB(so),spLc(so)

INTEGER ISPL

CHARACTER CH"1,FILE"1 5

COMMON /SPLDAT/ ISPL,S PLX,SPLY,SPLA,SPLB,SP LC

t lt t tt t t i i t I + t t * t tt ttf t* I * t t É * t É* t I a I t * * t * * * * *

2 WRTTE(2,1000)
READ (1,1010) F|LE
wRtTE(2,1020) FtLE
READ (1,1030) CHAR

rF (CHAR.EO. Y) THEN

oALL DEFTNE(13,FILE)
READ (13,1100) ISPL

DO 10,1=1,|SPL
READ(13,1 1 1 0) SpLX(t),Sply(t),spLA(A),spLB(t),SpLC(r)

1O CONTINUE
c

CALL IOEXIT
CALL ENBLKB

c

c
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c
ELSE

c
wRtTE(2,1040)
READ (1,1030) CHAR

lF (CHAR .EO. 'Y) GOTO 2

ENDIF
c

c
c
c
1000 FORMAT(' ','Enter Filename : ,)

101o FORMAT(A1s)
1020 FORMAT(' ','Get file ',A15,,from D0 (y/N)? : ')
1o3o FORMAT(AI)
1040 FORMAT(' ','Re-Enter Fitename (y/N)? : ,)

11oo FORMAT(' ,,t4)

1 1 10 FORMAT(' 

"s(F12.4))c

c
t * tt, t * *ê t *r* t È + *, + i tr I * * ÈÈ É*{ i * i + *

RETURN
END

c
cc*
C - SUBROUTINË STOPAR
cr
C t This subroutine stores the the dye laser calibration parameter file to disk.C o Common Block /SPLDAT/ is used by the subroutine.

C ** tt * I *ti t t t t Êû+ ** t i f { È t t r t t t r r t t r t i r rr r É t ttr r t*tr * i r *i

c
c

su BRoUT|NE SToPAR(DYEPAR)
c
c

REAL SpLX(s0),spLy(so),spLA(so),spLB(50),spLc(50)
c

INTEGER ISPL

CHARACTER CH"l,DYEPAR*1 5

c
COMMON /SPLDAT/ ISPL,SPLX,SPLY,S PLA,S PLB,SPLC

C tt t t l* I Èt + * È t t t+ tÊ tt * r t t * * r *t *ti i t t *i* it r +* * t tt ç* t * + * * **

c
2 WRTTE(2,1020) DYEPAR

READ (1,1030) CH
c

t I I I *r t I iû É * + t lt t* ÞÈt t Í * È * É t * ti t
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rF(cH.EQ.,Y)THEN

CALL ALLOC(1 2,DYEPAR, 1 os6)
wRtTE(12,1 100) |SPL
DO 10 l=1,tsPL

wRtTE(1 2, 1 1 1 0) SpLX(t),SpLy(t),spLA(t),spLB(t),spLc(t)
1O CONTINUE

CALL IOEXIT
CALL ENBLKB

ELSE

wRtTE(2,1040)
READ (1,1030) CH

tF(cH.EQ.'N') THEN
wRtTE(2,1000)
READ (1,1010) DYEPAR

GOTO 2
ENDIF

c
ENDIF

c
C 

* t t I * * i I * * t * É t É É * È* * * * t È È ? * *t É * r r * * t * i *tr ú t t tr i r r r *+ * * * * i * * * * *

1000 FORMAT(' ','Enter Filename : ')
101o FORMAT(A1s)
1020 FORMAT(' ','Store file ',A15,' to D0 (y/N)? : ')
1030 FORMAT(AI)
1040 FORMAT(' ','Return to Command menu (y/N)? : ,)

1100 FORMAT(' 
"14)1 1 10 FORMAT(' 
"5(F12.4))c

C a t * t É * i ô * É * t i t É+ t Ê* Þ¡ i È * i È È * * t È* * r r * t * r i * r +i r * * * * * + * * * * * ** * * *

RETURN
END

c
C ** t f tút i *t t iÈ c t * * É Ét r É É t ù r Í i ùt*ài ÉÈÈe r o û É tt Éù Ê*, * È È** * É

C - SUBROUTINE PRTPARc'
C - This subroutine prints the Dye Laser Calibration Parameters to the screen.c " lf the baud rate is set to 300 bps the parameters can be listod on the teletype.C " Common Block /SpLDAT/ is used by the subroutine.

C ât + t *t* * tt *tt* I i t * t t i f È*r tt t t i*** r * t *t * t * *r ir t t* +* r * l*+

su BRoUTINE PRTPAR(DYEPAR)
c
c
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c

c

c

c
c
c
c

REAL SpLx(so),spLy(so),spLA(so),spLB(so),spLc(50)

INTEGER ISPL

CHARACTER DYEPAR"15

COMMON /S PLDAT/ ISPL,S PLX,S PLY,S P LA,S PLB. SP LC

PRINT ",
wRITE(",1000)

PRINT -,

wRtTE(.,1004) DYEPAR
wRtTE(.,1010)

PRINT ",
c

1 000 FoRMAT(,o,,1 8X,'WAVELENGTH CALTBRATTON PARAMETERS')
1004 FORMAT(' ',18X,' PARAMETER FILE : ',A15)

1 01 0 FORMAT(",2X,'1" 6X,'X,,1 2X,'y" 1 2X,'A,,12X,,8" 1 2X,'C,)
c

DO 10,t=1,tsPL

wRtTE(., 1 1 00) t,spLX(t),sply(t),spLA(A),SpLB(t),SpLC(t)
1 1 00 FORMAT(",13,5(F12.4,1X))

c
1O CONTINUE

c
PRINT ",

c
RETURN
END

c
C * t ** it I È* t tt É t û t È*tû t t r ù t* r * rri r r i r * r Èr t r t t r t r i* * * r * * * *

C - SUBROUTINE GETXY

C - This subroutine allows the input of wavel€ngth calibration points from the keyboard.C " These points can later be editted, printed out, and then used in a cubic spline
9 " interpolation procedure. Common Block /SPLDAT/ is used by the subroutine.cÈ
C ttû t Ê I il Ê È t t È ÈÈ* Êr* ** *{ ü È r r r * * * t t a t * }i r r r r rr i + * * r + * * * + +

c
SUBROUTINE GETXY

c
c

- REAL Splx(so),sply(so),spLA(so),spLB(so),spLc(50)
c

INTEGER ISPL
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c
CHARACTER CH-1

c
c

COMMON /SPLDAT/ ISPL,SPLX,SPLY,SPLA,SPLB,SPLC
c
C 

* t * * * * i * t t t * I { I * * * Ér * } * * * ** * * * i * * i { * * t È Ê * i * * * É } * i i + * * + * *

c
wRtTE(.,1000)

READ',ISPL
PRINT -,

PRINT ",
c
1000 FORMAT(' ',5X,'Enter the number of calibration points ( max s0) : ,)

c
DO 10 l=1,tsPL

c
wRtTE(.,1004) I

READ .,SPLX(l)

wRtTE(.,1006)
READ .,SPLY(t)

PRINT -,

CALL BWIPE
CALL BCLEAR

c
1oo4 FORMAT(",,F|LTER ANGLE 

"t2,' 
:,)

1006 FORMAT(' ','WAVENUMBERS : ')
c

1O CONTINUE

c
RETURN
END

c
c
C t* i * i * * * tt {* f ÈÍ * * i * È * r É * t f i r * *it i * tr t ú * * ** * t* * t +** * * * * *c*
C - SUBROUTINE EDPAR

C " Thís subroutine allows for editting of the Dye Laser Calibration parameters. The editted X-yC * data points can then b€ fit to a piecewise Cúbic spline using the subroutine SpLFlT.C " Common Block /SpLDAT/ is used by the subroutine.

C tÊnû + Èt t I Ê t* t * È* t * È * t t È È * * * f i t t t * t r l r r * * * r iÈÈ * t+ r É * * * * *
c

SUBROUTINE EDPAR
c
c

REAL SpLX(50),SpLy(s0),spLA(50),SpLB(so),SpLc(50)
c

INTEGER ISPL,IVALUE
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t/

c
c

c
c
c

CHARACTER CH"1

COMMON /SPLDAT/ ISPL,S PLX,S PLY,S PLA,S PLB,SP LC

f * É * * * * t È * * * * f I * * t * t * I * t t t * ** * * t * f * Étt t r, * * i * + * * + * *t * * * i

PRINT -,

10 wRtTE(.,1000)
READ (.,1010) tvALUE

c
rF(tvALU E.cT. tSPL)THEN

wRtTE(.,1020) tsPL
GOTO 10

ENDIF

rF(tvALUE.EQ.o) GOTO 20
c

wRtTE(., 1 030) SpLX(IVALUE),SpLy(tVALUE)
PRINT *,'Enter nêw values : '
READ (',1 040) SpLX(tVALUE),SpLy(|VALUE)
PRINT *,'continue editting? (y/N) : '

READ (.,1050) cH
c

rF(cH.EQ.Y') GOTO 10

20 PRINT -,

1000 FORMAT(' ',5X,'Enter parameter Number to be editted : ')
1010 FORMAT(I3)
1020 FORMAT(' ',SX,'There are only,,lg,' parameters')
1 030 FORMAT(',,20X,F7.4,""F10.4)
1 o4o FORMAT(",F7.4,F1 0.4)
1oso FoRMAT(A1)

c
c

RETURN
END

c
C t I *ùt I * t * t tt t*ttt t+ * t t tir a r r r r r r r* i *it t i r r * n r û *** É * * * * É * * * * *

C - SUBROUTINE WAVCON
C * Generates the wavelength for each PA data point using the Cubic spline parameters
c 

I lt t* tt+t t Èt tt t t* t t t I * t r i t t i t ó r r * È È È r r i Èt È{ Ê r *** t * r * * r * * r* * *

suBRouTtNE WAVCON(tER, tpTS, twF, twL,xMtN,XMAX,XSTEp,X)

INTEGER IER, IPTS, IWF, IWL, IT, ISPL
c

REAL SpLX(s0),spLy(so),spLA(50),spLB(50),SpLC(s0)
REAL XMIN,XMAX,XSTEP,SMIN,SMAX,XTP,F, HALF,X(1 )c
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c
c

LOGICAL BIN
c

DATA HALF/6.25E.4/

COMMON /S PLDAT/ ISPL,S PLX,S PLY,S PLA,S PLB,SP LC
c
c
C * * t + * f È È i t * * f È * * * * r i t * * * * * * r r * t * * * * * È * a r * r Èi * * * i r+ * * * * r * È * * l r

c
IER = -1
lT= 1

IWF=1
BIN =.TRUE.
sMtN=sPLX(1)
sMAX=SPLX(ISPL)
tF(sMtN.cT.sMAX)THEN

XTP=SMAX
SMAX=SMIN
SMIN=XTP

ENDIF
c

tF((xMtN.LT.SMAX).AND. (XMAX.cT.SMtN))THEN
IER=o
IF(XMAX.GT.(SMAX+HALF)) tER = 1o
IF(XMIN.LT.(SMIN-HALF)) tER = tER + 1

c
l=0

20 l=l+1
tF(t.EQ.1)F=XMtN
lF(l.cT.1)F=F+XSTEP

c
tF((t.cT.tpTs).oR.(F.cT.SMAX)) GOTO 40
tF(F.LT.(SMtN-HALF))GOTO 20

c
C GET INTEPOLATING INDEX

CALL SPLTNT(F,XTP, tT,BtN)
c

tF(xTP. LT.ZERO)GOTO 4O
c

tF (BtN) THEN
IWF=I
BIN =.FALSE.

ENDIF

x(t)=xTP

GOTO 20

40 lwl =l-1

c
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c
c

lF(twl.LT.twF) tER=-1

ENDIF

RETURN
END

C SPLINT
C GET INTERPOLATING INDEX THROUGH LINEAR OR BINARY SEARCH AND
C USING INDEX DETERMINE WAVELENGTH.
c
c

suBRouTtNE SPLtNT(F,XT, lT,BtN)
c

INTEGER IT,ITP1, ITM1,I,J, ISPL
REAL Splx(so),spLy(so),spLA(50),spLB(50),SpLC(so)

REAL F,FL,FH,FP1 L,FP1 H,FM1 L,FM1 H,DF,XT
LOGICAL BIN

DATA HALF/6.25E.4/
U

COMMON /S PLDAT/ ISPL,S PLX,S PLY,S PLA,S PLB,SP LC
c
C * t i t* i * t i* I t t t i i * * É t r i l * * r r r r * * * r i * r i * r r È i i + * * * * * t È * * *

c
C BINARY AND LINEAR SEARCH FOH ARRAY INDEX
c

l=1

J=ISPL
10 lTPl = lT+1

lTMl = tT-1
FL = gP¡¡1¡)-HALF
FH = SPLX(l)+HALF
FPl L = SPLX(ITPl)-HALF
FPl H = SPLX(|TPr)+HALF
FMlL = SPLX(tTMl)-HALF
FMlH = SPLX(tTM1)+HALF

tF(tTP1 .cT.|SPL) GOTO 99
tF(tTM1.LT.o) coTo 99
tF((F.GT.FL).AND.(F.LT.FH)) GOTO 70
tF((F.cT.Fp1 L).AND.(F.LT.Fp1 H)) GOTO 60
tF((F.cT.FM1 L).AND.(F.LT.FM1 H)) GOTO s0
tF((F.GE.SpLX(tT)).AND.(F.LT.SpLX(tTp 1 )))coTo 40
tF(tTM1.EO.0) cOTo 20
tF(F.EQ.SPLX(tTM1 ))coTo so

_ tF((F.GT.SPLX(ITM1)).AND.(F.LT.SpLX(tT)))coToso
c

20 tF(BtN)THEN
tF(F.LT.SPLX(tT)) J=tT
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tF(F.GT.SPLX(tT)) t=lT
lT=(l+J)/2

lF(J.GT.l+1) GOTO 10
lT = lTMl

ELSE
tF(F.GT.FH) tT=tTP1
tF(F.LT.FL) tT=¡T¡¡1

GOTO 10
ENDIF

c
30 tT=tTM1
40 DF = F-SPLX(|T)

Xï=SPLY(lT)+DF"(SpLC(tT)+DF"(SpLB( tT)+DF-SpLA( tT)))
GOTO 100

c
50 lT=lTM1

GOTO 70
60 tT=lTP1
70 xT=sPLY(tT)

GOTO 100
c

99 XT=-9999.9
c

1 OO RETURN
END
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